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Abstract 

A clear understanding of stresses in terms of their magnitude and direction plays a vital 

role in hydrocarbon exploration and production; reservoir characterization and 

management; drilling; and many other related aspects. Ignoring reservoir stresses may 
lead to various mishaps, thus endangering the sustainability of the reservoir. Open and 
fluid-conducting fractures will make it economic to exploit reservoirs. 

In order to separate the contributions of stresses from those of fractures, I will present a 

methodology to compute and compare stress-induced anisotropy and fracture-induced 

anisotropy, using the fact that both differential horizontal stresses and vertical fractures 

result in horizontal transverse isotropy. I will make a direct comparison of these types of 

anisotropies and an indirect analysis of several seismic attributes such as compressional- 

and shear-wave reflectivities, AVO gradient and curvature. 

I will also review the common practice of today's 4D techniques, under the isotropic 

assumption of seismic-wave velocity, and will illustrate the differences while utilizing 

stress-induced anisotropy. The results suggest that taking stress-induced anisotropy into 

account may significantly reduce the risk of errors in detecting the oil-water contact and 

water encroachment. As another implication of the induced anisotropy, I will modify a 
two-way travel-time method of compaction estimation; extend it to non-zero offset; and 

examine it in the presence of the seismic-wave velocity anisotropy in overburden and 

reservoir rocks. 

This study illustrates that in stress-sensitive sand reservoirs the stress-induced anisotropy 

may be larger than the fracture-induced anisotropy. The types of anisotropy being studied 

produce different AVO gradients and curvatures. Different fluid types produce the same 

stress-induced anisotropy for shear-wave velocity, while fracture-induced anisotropy is 

illustrated to decrease with the fluid bulk modulus within the framework utilized in this 

study. Conventional time-lapse studies using isotropic assumptions can be improved 

significantly by considering velocity anisotropy. Taking into account the velocity 

anisotropy of reservoir and overburden rocks is demonstrated to improve estimation of 

the reservoir's geomechanical compaction. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 

Almost all stages of exploration and production for the oil industry are highly dependent 

on an adequate understanding of subsurface stresses. Indeed, there is no related study in 

this field that does not require a knowledge of stress. Numerous mishaps are likely to 

occur unless a comprehensive study of stress states is carried out. For example, verifying 

the stress regimes of a region may minimize the risk of borehole collapse, deviation of 

drilling from the desired direction, and other mishaps that can occur when sinking a well 

or at the production stage. The extraction of large amounts of hydrocarbons from 

underground reservoirs causes imbalances and disturbs the effective overburden stress. 

The pressure decrease associated with such production leads to an increase in reservoir 

effective stress. In addition, fluid injection; drilling; consolidation; and other 

exploration, exploitation, production and development projects imposed on the reservoir 

- or any other possible forms of in-equilibrium (lack of equilibrium) - may lead to the 

same undesirable circumstances, endangering life and the economy of the hydrocarbon 

field. Stress prediction is thus of great assistance to the industry. 

A relatively comprehensive knowledge of stress and stress fields plays a vital role in the 

production and stability of a hydrocarbon reservoir. Ambiguity in understanding stress 

may cause projects to encounter problems, such as: reservoir compaction, surface 

subsidence, borehole instability, failure, collapse, breakout, sand production, and 
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hydrocarbon leakage and migration. The weight of the overlying strata imposes large 

stresses on the reservoir formations. The fluid filling the pore spaces, and the solid 
framework of the rocks themselves, help to support this weight. Because of the presence 

of high stresses in a reservoir and the variation in the effective stresses, various scenarios 

can occur. For instance, the accumulation of large shear stresses can cause failure. 

Similarly, when the contrast between the radial and tangential compressive stresses 

around a borehole is high, failure may occur, and drilling, log measurements and other 

activities may be halted. Reliable prediction of the in situ stresses in a field is necessary 
for successful reservoir management. A comprehensive study of stress regimes and 
fractures can lead to substantial economic benefits throughout the lifetime of a prospect. 
In assisting reservoir management, such analyses have been found to substantially 
decrease the financial risks involved in each stage of the work. 

As there are no direct methods of measuring in situ stresses in a reservoir, and the 

current methods are of limited use in quantifying the entire stress field of a reservoir, for 

example, core analysis can provide information at only a few points along a well, so, 

ideally, it is more desirable in terms of reservoir management to map the magnitude and 

orientation of stresses in the reservoir under study. Available approaches to reservoir 

stress management are constrained to one principal stress, for instance by analysing 
borehole breakouts, the minimum principal stress can be found, whereas the 

hydrofracture method gives the maximum principal stress only. Other methods, such as 

strain release, fault-plane solutions (earthquakes) and fault slip analysis have their own 
difficulties and limitations. Stress and stress release have significant effects on stress 

measurement while using cores and logs (sonic logs and nuclear magnetic/quadrupole 

resonance logs), rendering the results unreliable, as, for example, once a core is drilled, 

the rock becomes separated from the surrounding formations, so the results can deviate 

from the true values. 

Indirect methods, such as those based on the induced seismic azimuthal anisotropy, are 

of immense value for characterizing such reservoir stresses and mapping their spatial 

distribution. Time-lapse surveys can also detect such stress variations by monitoring 
fluid-flow movements. Seismic waves show varying velocities at different azimuths with 

regard to the orientation of the principal stresses, as the velocities are sensitive to stress; 

i. e. the velocities increase as the stress increases. Rocks are made up of the matrix and 

numerous planes of weakness, such as microcracks, grain boundaries and contacts; and 

also pores that may be filled by fluids. As a block of rock containing planes of weakness, 
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flaws and defects, is subjected to a stress, the cracks or void spaces made up of these 

planes of weakness, etc., oriented perpendicular to the direction of stress, start to close, 

making the rock stiffer and hence increasing the velocity in the stress direction. As the 

stress increases, new cracks start to form in other directions. The minimum velocity will 
be observed in the direction perpendicular to that of the stress. 

1.2 The Motivation for the Research 

Unfortunately, the seismic azimuthal anisotropy approach also senses aligned open and 
fluid-conducting reservoir fracturing, and this, therefore, leads to interpretational and 

reservoir management ambiguities( Of course it is fortunate that seismic anisotropy can 

characterize open/fluid-conducting fractures and keep us on business). Such fractures are 

often considered as ̀ sweet spots' in exploration, for they can be area of unusually high 

reservoir productivity, rendering tight reservoirs economic. However, fractures can also 
dominate reservoir-rock permeability and can act as thief zones in some circumstances. 

Thus, their existence, location, intensity, orientation, distribution, openness and fluid 

content (gas, oil, brine) necessitate detailed investigation. The detection of fractures in 

terms of their density and orientation is of great significance. Fracturing may lead to 

drilling and completion difficulties. Drilling in a direction perpendicular to that of the 

fractures can, however, maximize production. It is very true that stresses and fractures 

are associated or coupled in the whole rock blocks and they cannot be totally separated 

and dealt with, however, distinguishing the effects of stress from those of fractures is of 

great significance in exploration, extraction, field development, and production 

optimization, but also more generally in mining, construction, water and wastewater 

projects and earthquake seismology. 

Another area of consideration with regard to stress-related issues is the understanding of 

time-lapse seismic data. These studies are considered to be an enormous source of 

information for reservoir management. Time-lapse seismic surveys are providing a wide 

range of valuable information on fluid pressure, saturation, temperature, movement, 

reservoir stresses and several other time-variant factors. A 4D or time-lapse study 

comprises a 3D survey acquired at the beginning, and at least one further 3D survey 

acquired several years later at the end of the study. The first 3D survey is also known as 

a base survey, and the second 3D survey is known as a monitor survey. In a time-lapse 

study, the variations of one or several seismic attributes in the monitor survey and in the 
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base survey are measured and interpreted, and these can be stated simply as, for 

example, the seismic amplitude of the base survey subtracted by seismic amplitude of 
the monitor survey. As these 3D analyses are usually carried out using the assumption 

that subsurface strata are isotropic, i. e. the velocities of the propagated seismic waves are 

the same in all directions, so that in areas where the behaviour of the subsurface strata is 

far from isotropic, using the simplified relations of wave propagation (based on the 

isotropic assumption), may cause a significant error in the time-lapse response of the 

reservoir. Due to the isotropic assumptions utilized in the study of seismic-wave 

propagation in rocks, the resulting 4D response may be erroneous, making the 

information derived from it unreliable. Hence, the application of the anisotropy of 

seismic-wave velocity can cut or minimize the error risk of the time-lapse studies. The 

same erroneous situation may occur when estimating a reservoir's geomechanical 

compaction, which could be prevented by applying an anisotropic correction. In 

unconsolidated reservoirs, compaction can cause well failure, surface subsidence and 

platform sinking. The estimation of compaction is meant to provide reservoir 

management with guidelines to mitigate the probable undesirable consequences of 

reservoir geomechanical compaction. Here again, taking the anisotropic behaviour of 

rock formations into account may improve our estimate. 

Due to the importance of stress in all aspects of oil and gas industry, a couple of 

examples regarding stress threshold and stress prediction for drilling will be discussed 

briefly. The formation stress in any reservoir can be defined by the magnitude and 

orientation of the vertical stress Sv, the maximum horizontal stress SH, and the minimum 
horizontal stress Sb. Depletion associated with pore-pressure changes in a reservoir 

might cause an imbalance in the formation stresses. For example, in the North Sea, many 
dry holes could be avoided by taking into account a threshold effective minimum 

horizontal stress 01, (Sh- Pp = the difference between the minimum horizontal stress and 

the pore pressure), (Gaarenstroom et al., 1993; Borgerud and Svare, 1995), (Figure 1.1). 
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Figure 1.1: Successful and unsuccessful (dry) wells versus minimum effective horizontal stress in 

the North Sea: (a) in the Central Graben, threshold = 1000 psi (Gaarenstroom et a!., 1993), and 

(b) on the Halten Terrace, threshold = 3000 psi (Borgerud and Svare, 1995). 

For the various drilling scenarios, a good knowledge of stress magnitude and directions 

is indispensable. Drilling in high-pressure-high-temperature or HPHT reservoirs (a 

wellhead shut-in pressure in excess of 70 MPa, and a reservoir temperature in excess of 

150 °C) requires a comprehensive study of realistic in situ stresses, pore pressures, and 

stress variations due to production and other activities (Skomedal et al., 2002). In 
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underbalanced drilling, which aims to mitigate borehole wall and formation damage; 

maximize the penetration rate of drilling; and minimize the risk of lost circulation, a 

strict - and at the same time optimal - window of bottom-hole pressure must be 

predicted and used. The pressure window should be sufficient at the upper extreme to 

prevent dramatic well collapse, and yet low enough at the lower extreme to avoid 

unwanted hydraulic fracturing and formation damage (Bennion and Thomas, 1999; 

McLellan and Hawkes, 2001). 

On the other hand, in order to characterize the stress field; natural fractures; and drilling- 

induced well-bore failures, we can utilize fracturing and other features. Logging while 
drilling (LWD); pressure while drilling (PWD); measurement while drilling (MWD); 

and drilling through depleted zones, all require extensive knowledge and management of 

stress in order to maintain the planned pace and trajectory and to avoid all forms of 

mishap. In such zones, as the well inclination increases, the imbalance between vertical 

stress and minimum horizontal stress initiates breakouts, which lead to an accumulation 

of wall cuttings, spalling and stuck pipes In terms of economics and risk, drilling in 

different types of reservoir, i. e. `good', `bad' and `ugly' reservoirs, requires stress 

prediction and management. Stress predictions are absolutely indispensable as a 

platform for planning the well trajectory and managing safe and careful drilling. To 

create a database of the geological stresses for the field, a variety of data are gathered 

from the target formation, data which include: bulk densities; seismic interval velocities; 

sonic travel times; wireline log resistivities; travel times and resistivities from logging 

while drilling (LWD); velocities from VSP and check shot data; rock properties from 

actual offset and currently drilling wells; pore pressures; fracture pressures from well- 

test kicks and leak-off test data, etc. The stress profile of the reservoir versus vertical 

depth at the drilling point is prepared and checked as drilling is commenced, and then 

the stress levels of the anticipated reservoir horizons are analysed and necessary changes 

in the drilling plan are considered, while at the same time the real-time drilling activity 

can be monitored via a modem communication instrument to modify stress prediction in 

order to guide even a ̀ bad' or `ugly' well towards successful completion (Eaton, 1998). 

The porosity and permeability of porous and fractured media decrease with the 

exploitation of formation fluids. This may result in ground subsidence and a decrease in 

the recovery of petroleum and natural gas. Therefore, an evaluation of the behaviour of 

permeability and porosity, under formation fluid-pressure changes, is important to the 

petroleum industry. During the pumping of oil or natural gas from fractured or porous 
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formations, a problem occurs when, due to the drawdown created by the well, the 

pressure in the adjacent formation is not sufficient to keep fractures or pore spaces open. 
If fractures collapse, then the permeability of the rock decreases - and with it the 

productivity of the well, and thus the sustainability of production is endangered. The 

hydraulic properties of the rock - properties that are controlled by fractures and faults, 

are very effective in providing permeable conduits for hydrocarbons. 

1.3 Plans and Strategies for the Research 

I will first discuss the importance and role of stress in dealing with oil and gas 

reservoirs. After defining anisotropy and induced anisotropy, I will investigate stress- 

induced anisotropy and present a workflow to parameterize it. I will review and utilize 

fracture theories in order to quantify fracture-induced anisotropy. I will then compare 

these induced anisotropies directly to one another, as well as compare and illustrate their 

effects on some seismic attributes. I conducted isotropic and anisotropic time-lapse 

analyses in the Nelson Field to illustrate the influence of stress-induced anisotropy on 

the 4D response of the reservoir. The geomechanical compaction of a producing 

reservoir will be estimated using the two-way travel-time method, with and without the 

presence of the seismic-wave velocity anisotropy. 

in this work, stress-induced velocity anisotropy is proposed as a way of determining 

variations in the stress field in reservoirs. This concept is used in the monitoring of the 

anisotropic amplitude variations with offset and azimuth; and also in the analysis of 

time-lapse data. 

A comparison of isotropic with anisotropic AVO and 4D responses hence provides an 

estimate of the error caused by ignoring the presence of stress-induced anisotropy in the 

reservoirs. Meanwhile, as another objective is to distinguish between the anisotropic 

responses caused by stress and fracturing, fracture-induced anisotropy is computed and 

compared to that induced by stress changes in the reservoirs. Some estimations of 

reservoir compaction after several years of production are also made, assuming the 

isotropic/anisotropic responses of both overburden and reservoir rocks. 

1.4 Scope and Summary of the Thesis 

The following chapters form the main structure of this thesis: 
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Chapter 2: The background and concepts that will be necessary for understanding and 

studying reservoir stresses are discussed in sufficient detail to cover reservoir stress- 

sensitivity, stress orientation in reservoirs; stress types and states; and the resultant 
faulting systems. Some stress characterization methods are introduced, before giving a 

review of the seismic anisotropy. As a major part of this study focuses on anisotropy 
induced either by stress or fracture, other types of anisotropy are merely mentioned, 

followed by a review of the measurement of stress-induced anisotropy; important factors 

affecting fractured reservoirs; and effective medium and fracture theories. 

Chapter 3: The isotropic dry-frame rock dependence on stress is used as an initiator to 

introduce stress change in a reservoir rock, and by following a procedure; the resulting 

induced anisotropy is parameterized. Afterwards, anisotropy changes due to saturation 

are calculated using an anisotropic version of Gassmann's equation. Approximations to 

the stress-dependent anisotropy parameters are also introduced at the end. 

Chapter 4: Hudson's and Schoenberg-Muir's fracture theories are utilized as a basis to 

calculate fracture-induced anisotropy. Then the results are compared to stress-induced 

anisotropy, both directly - according to their behaviours and magnitudes, and indirectly 

- according to their effects on reflectivity and AVO gradient and curvature. 

Chapter 5: As common time-lapse seismic studies are carried out assuming that the 

subsurface layers have an isotropic response, predicting anisotropic counterparts could 

shed light on our understanding of reservoirs. After comparison of two types of induced 

anisotropies, values of stress-induced anisotropy are inputted in order to study the 

variation of reflectivity in both isotropic and anisotropic media, and the consequent 

AVO responses, and also time-lapse signatures. An error in estimating the oil-water 

contact will be detected by comparing isotropic with anisotropic time-lapse seismic 

scenarios. 

Chapter 6: The importance of geomechanical compaction in oil and gas reservoirs is 

discussed. During the life of a reservoir, fluctuations in the stress field impose 

deformations on the reservoir that may result in compaction and surface subsidence. 

Several methods for estimating compaction are mentioned, and the two-way travel-time 

method is utilized and modified and further shown to improve the estimate by 

considering the anisotropy of seismic-wave velocity in the reservoir and overburden. 
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Chapter 7: The results achieved, and the assumptions and limitations involved, are 

presented. In the partition (division) of stress-induced anisotropy (SIA), which takes up a 

large proportion of this thesis, conclusions are drawn about the potential impact of SIA 

on: reflectivity, variations of seismic amplitude with offset and azimuth and time-lapse 

signatures. In the section of the thesis dealing with fracture-induced anisotropy, the 

concept is investigated. The results of comparison between the two types of induced 

anisotropy are discussed, and contribution of - or need for - stress-induced anisotropy in 

the estimation of compaction forms the final part of the conclusions, together with a few 

recommendations for further studies. 
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Chapter 2 

Reservoirs, Stress and Seismic Anisotropy 

2.1 Introduction 

A classification of stresses illustrates that many artificial stresses or their variants fall 

into a broad category, namely `induced stresses'. Here, important elements of in situ 
(virgin) stresses will be mentioned. Considering the different stress states leads to the 

three main faulting systems. Several methods for characterizing reservoir-rock stresses 

will be discussed briefly. In this chapter, reservoir stress-sensitivity will be discussed in 

detail, followed by different ways of indicating stress orientation. Due to its connection 

with stress measurement, the concept of seismic anisotropy is reviewed. As a large 

proportion of this thesis deals with stress, what follows is a basis for the calculation of 

stress-induced anisotropy, and a review of past work and measurement of stress-induced 

anisotropy. This chapter also covers fractures and fractured reservoirs and their 

important features, before dealing with the topic of effective medium and fracture 

theories. 

2.1.1 Stress States and Faulting Systems 

Stress intensity within the body of a component is expressed as one of three basic types 

of internal load. These are known as tensile, compressive, and shear. More importantly, 

rock stresses can be classified into two main categories: in situ stresses and induced 

stresses. In situ stresses are also called virgin, contemporary, natural, or primitive 

stresses. Induced stresses might be thought of as artificial or secondary stresses as well. 
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In situ stresses exist prior to any disturbances in the rock, while induced stresses appear 

after artificial disturbances resulting from unbalancing the natural equilibrium within 

rock blocks. The former are described as the cumulative products of entire events 

accumulated during the geological life time of a rock. The latter are postulated as a 

variety of changes brought about by either direct or indirect human involvement in one 

or a combination of activities such as civil engineering mining, excavation, hydrocarbon 

exploitation, etc. The important types of stresses are tabulated in Table 2.1. 

The tectonic history of any region is regarded as a foundation for almost any study. 
Faults, folds, etc. are of great significance in this regard. Stress states are revealed 

through determining the direction of the principal stresses at the time that the faults were 
formed. The occurrence of three types of faults: normal, reverse and strike-slip, is 

postulated as evidence for the existence of three-dimensional stress fields. As 

underground rocks might never have undergone equal principal stresses, isotropic three- 

dimensional stresses, if measured in situ, may only be a transitory feature in a dynamic 

equilibrium state. Therefore a rock block in the crust or near the surface is believed to be 

subjected to a vertical stress, Sv; a maximum horizontal stress, SH; and a minimum 
horizontal stress, Sb. Near the surface, the observed in situ stresses often exhibit different 

horizontal stresses. The main types of faults may be summarized depending on the 

magnitude of the vertical and horizontal stresses. Normal faults occur when the vertical 

stress is the greatest. Reverse faults or thrusts are caused by conditions in which the 

horizontal stresses are greater than the vertical stress. And finally, when the vertical 

stress is smaller than the maximum horizontal stress and larger than the minimum 

horizontal stress; the rock block yields to strike-slip faulting. 

Figure 2.1 shows the various faults caused by different stress states. The in situ stress 

state in the Earth can cause a combination of the fault systems illustrated briefly in this 

section. Obviously, pure systems do not appear on their own in reality, but, for the sake 

of simplicity, they are explained briefly. Normal faults result from tensional forces. The 

block of rock is broken into two parts, and one part falls down relative to the other, 

along the fault plane. The overall length of the two blocks becomes more than that of the 

original block, i. e. there is extension in the direction normal to the strike of the fault. 

Normal faults may also be known as normal-slip, tensional or gravity faults. In contrast 

to normal faults, in reverse faults one block moves up relative to the other, along the 

fault plane, as compressional forces are applied to the rock and hence cause a reduction 

in the overall length of the blocks. Reverse faults are also known as compressional 
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faults. Unlike previous two systems, where the movement of the rock is vertical, in 

strike-slip faults the movement is horizontal, one block moves back relative to the other 

along the fault plane. Strike-slip faults are caused by shear forces, and so are also known 

as transcurrent, lateral, tear, and wrench faults. 

Table 2.1: Classification of rock stresses (Amadei and Stephansson, 1997). 

Induced Stresses (mining, excavation, drilling, pumping, injection, energy extraction, 

applied loads, swelling, etc. ) 

In situ (Virgin) Stresses 

o Gravitational stresses (the effects of flat ground surface and of a varied 

topography) 

o Tectonic stresses 
> Active tectonic stresses 

" Broad scale (shear traction, slab pull, ridge push, trench 

suction, membrane stress) 

" Local (bending, isostatic compensation, down-warping of the 
lithosphere, volcanism, and heat flow) 

¢ Remnant tectonic stresses (these are the same as residual stresses but 

tectonic activity is involved, such as folding, faulting, jointing and 
boudinage) 

o Residual stresses (diagenesis, metasomatism, metamorphism, magma cooling, 

changes in pore pressure) 

o Terrestrial stresses (seasonal temperature variation, Moon pull: i. e. tidal 

stresses, Coriolis force, diurnal stresses) 
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(a) Normal Faulting 

O' > °H> 0h 

(b) Reverse Faulting 

_"'__.. UH > Uh > QV 

(c) Strike-Slip Faulting 

UH > QV > Uh 

Figure 2.1: Different combinations of the three principal stresses and the corresponding 

faulting: (a) normal, (b) reverse, and (c) strike-slip faulting systems (Seiki et al., 1997). 

2.1.2 Methods for Stress Characterization 

Attempts have been made to map and identify the principal stresses in some regions of 

the world. Zoback and Peska (1995) characterized the maximum horizontal stress, in 

terms of magnitude and orientation, in the South Eugene Island (SEI), offshore Gulf of 
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Mexico, through fracture closure pressure, pore pressure and borehole breakouts, using 
dip-meter caliper logs. A borehole televiewer (BHTV) is also used to constrain in situ 

stresses in reservoirs (Finkbeiner et al., 1996). Data from borehole breakouts can be 

utilized to determine SH in the wells, which can in turn be correlated to regional 

earthquake focal mechanisms. Prensky (1992) defines borehole breakout as 

`enlargement and elongation of a borehole in a preferential direction which are formed 

by spalling of fragments of the well-bore in a direction parallel to the minimum 

horizontal stress (Sh)'. He also noted that hydraulic (induced) fracturing occurs 

perpendicular to Sh. 

Here I will explain ways of indicating the magnitude of all the stress elements. Vertical 

(lithostatic or overburden) stress can be calculated as the weight of the column of rock 

layers over the desired point in the reservoir, divided by the unit of area. It is also 

computed from integrated density logs as the weight of rock column above the 

measurement point: 

rD Sv =pgz =Jo pgdh (2.1) 

where p, g, z, dh and D are rock density, gravitational acceleration, the depth of the 

studied point in the reservoir, the depth element (increment), and the maximum depth, 

respectively. The other way of expressing the overburden stress is to state it as the 

average overburden gradient, for instance, 1.05 psi/ft. Following Biot's theory of poro- 

elasticity (Biot, 1962) the effective vertical stress ((T-) can be expressed in terms of 

vertical stress (Sv) and pore pressure (Pp): 

Qv = Sv - Pp (2.2) 

The maximum horizontal stress SH is obtained using several techniques in breakout and 

drilling-induced fracture studies, such as the four-arm caliper, the formation micro- 

imager (FMI), the formation micro-scanner (FMS), the borehole televiewer (BHTV), 

STAR - an electrical image, and UBI - an acoustic image. The techniques used to 

determine the magnitude of maximum horizontal stress are also used to verify the 

orientations of all of the stresses. The minimum horizontal stress Sh can be obtained in 

several ways. A minifracture study, known as the `MiniFrac', is a way to do so in a 

fracturing process during well-bore pressurization. Pressure-time curves in well 

instantaneous shut-in pressure (ISIP) and leak off test (LOT) are other tools for showing 
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the minimum horizontal stress or its gradient. Sh is given by the following relation as a 
function of S,,: 

v Sý 
1- v 

sv (2.3) 

where v is the Poisson's ratio of rock. Figure 2.2 shows different pressure gradients 

within a typical reservoir. 

Pressure 
pp, 

Depth 

\"ý 

SHYD Sh Sv 

Figure 2.2: Variations of pressure gradients in a reservoir with depth, vertical, minimum 
horizontal and hydrostatic stresses. 

Other terms that we may encounter in a reservoir pressure study are normal and 

abnormal pressures. When a reservoir shows pressure gradients in the range 9.8 to 11 

kPa/m (0.43-0.48 psi/ft), this is known as normal pressure. An overpressured reservoir 
has a gradient higher than 11 kPa/m (0.48 psi/ft). This overpressure occurs when 
impermeable strata are compacted so rapidly that the pore fluid has no chance to escape, 
leading to abnormally high-pressure conditions, which in turn cause a well to become 

uncontrollable while drilling, or to blow out. The pressure gradient of an underpressured 

reservoir is less than 9.8 kPa/m (0.43 psi/ft). The drill pipe may stick to the well as the 

result of the underpressured conditions. The hydrostatic pressure gradient is 0.43-0.48 

psi/ft (9.8-11 kPa/m). 
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2.2 Reservoirs and Stress 

It is well known that the velocities of elastic waves propagating through reservoir rocks 

increase with the application of compressive stress. Measurements made on reservoir 

rocks up to a value of stress called the yield stress, give the elastic behaviour of the rocks 

being studied, whereas, upon exceeding the yield stress, the reservoir rocks undergo 

elastic-plastic deformation and experience geomechanical failure. Here elastic velocities 

start to decrease. After several years of production, the reservoir pore pressure depletes 

dramatically and the effective stresses on the reservoir formations increase. With further 

pressure depletion, reservoir rocks that have previously behaved elastically start 

deforming plastically. The velocities of the seismic waves may increase with elastic 

deformation, and may decrease while undergoing plastic deformation (Sinha and Plona, 

2001). 

Winkler and Murphy III (1995) studied the acoustic velocities of rocks subjected to 

stresses, and attributed the difference between the resulting static and dynamic moduli of 

the rocks to the stress dependence of the observed velocities. Static moduli can be 

obtained from direct measurement of stress and strain, for strain over 10-6. Static moduli 

are conversely proportional to the size of the stress cycle, i. e. they decrease with an 

increase in the stress. The dynamic moduli are derived from propagating acoustic waves 

with strains generally much less than 1e. Dynamic moduli are several (typically 5-10) 

times larger than static moduli at small ranges of effective stresses (Holt and Fjaer, 

1987). In the following subsections, I will explain the behaviour of reservoir rocks when 

subjected to differential stresses, review the resulting geomechanical deformations and 

illustrate the consequent changes in aspects of the rock physics. 

2.2.1 Stress Sensitivity of Reservoirs and Reservoir Rocks 

Not all types of rocks: igneous, metamorphic or sedimentary, will behave in the same 

manner when placed in different environments when they are being deformed. Deeply 

buried rocks exposed to large confining pressures become more ductile than when they 

are deformed at shallow depths under low confining pressures. Regardless of the 

environment, some rocks are inherently weak and others are very strong. The nature and 

direction of the applied stresses also affects the way that the various rocks behave. Each 

rock type, when deformed, displays a different response to stress. These differences can 

be represented by variously defined moduli. Each modulus describes the various types of 

physical responses of the sample. As the sample deforms, it passes through three 

different types of behaviour: elastic (recoverable) strain; ductilelplastic (non- 
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recoverable) strain; and finally failure, where cohesion is lost between the components 

of the rock. The contemporary state of reservoir-rock stress is the result of complex 

geological and tectonic activity; the stress conditions are also, to a considerable extent, 

influenced by a variety of operations (such as drilling, excavation, injection, etc. ) 

common in the oil industry. The in situ reservoir stresses control the initiation, direction 

and reopening of fractures, as well as the propagation pressures and the direction of the 

induced hydraulic fractures. 

The propagation of acoustic waves is also known to be sensitive to stress and stress 
directions, and hence there will obviously be a potential to use seismic methods, log and 

core data for stress analyses. For this purpose, stress conditions and stress history, and 

their effects on wave velocities should be considered (Fjaer and Holt, 1999; Al- 

Sughayer, 1999). 

Several years of oil and/or gas production from a reservoir leads to a huge drop in pore 

pressure and a dramatic increase in the effective stress. The geological deformation of 

the rocks and, in terms of rock physics, changes in the pore geometry and bulk and shear 

moduli of the reservoir rocks, are direct and indirect consequences of such an increase in 

effective stress. Figure 2.3 illustrates compaction in the Ekofisk Field in the Norwegian 

sector of the North Sea. Several metres of platform sinking are obvious. The 

deformation of the structure, shear failure of the casing, and buckling, are also depicted. 

Maps of subsidence and compaction versus time for the Ekofisk Formation are displayed 

in Figure 2.4. Figure 2.5 shows the equivalent seismic-derived compaction map of the 

field. 
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973 

Figure 2.3: Compaction in the Ekofisk Field. Top left: platform in 1973; middle: in 1984, 

showing several metres of sinking; and right: a structure map after compaction. Bottom: casing 

deformation; left: shear failure and right: casing buckling resulting from compaction (Chin et 

al., 2003). 
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Figure 2.4: Left: time subsidence map for the top of the reservoir (Ekofisk Field) and right: time 

compaction map for the Ekofisk Formation. The fault pattern of the top chalk and the positions 

of the water injection wells are shown in black. The gas cloud in the centre of the reservoir is 

also displayed in black (Guilbot and Smith, 2002). 
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Figure 2.5: Seismic-derived compaction map of the Ekofisk Field (Guilbot and Smith, 2002). 

2.2.2 Stress Orientation in Reservoirs 

Stress orientation in a reservoir is studied in order to avoid mishaps in the reservoir 

throughout its lifespan, from exploration, to drilling, completion, development, 

exploitation, and abandonment. Obviously, as the orientation of the vertical stress is 

downwards, only the azimuths of horizontal stresses are considered. Along with the 

magnitude of the maximum horizontal stress, its orientation is also important for 

specifying the mud weight during drilling, in order to prevent lost circulation, 

unintentional fractures, well-bore collapse, spalling, stuck pipe, pack-off, etc. On the 

other hand, as well-bore stability and the propensity to form unwanted fractures depend 

upon the inclination and azimuth of the well, a priority in horizontal completion is to 

determine the stress orientation. 

Sand production during production is another problem that may occur after damage by a 

concentration of stress around the well-bore. Several parameters show a variation with 

the direction of stress. Fracture orientation and effective widths in both natural and 

artificial fractured reservoirs are also related to stress characteristics. Based on Heller et 

al. (1997) several water-flood analyses show that the direction of maximum horizontal 
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stress is the same as that of reservoir fluid flow. The magnitude and direction of the 

stress in many reservoirs vary with depth, structural, lithological, and stratigraphic 
features. Burial history, surface topography, local structures, bedding, foliation, lateral 

heterogeneity, dip, and many other factors, affect stress orientation. Bruno and 
Winterstein (1994) investigated the influences of stratigraphy and folds on stress 

orientations. In their numerical modelling, they illustrate that the azimuth of maximum 

horizontal stress depends on the depth and location in the subsurface structure. It is 

assumed that the direction of maximum horizontal stress is the same as that of the 

polarization of fast shear waves. (Shear-wave splitting, fast and slow shear waves will be 

dealt with in the following sections. ) 

2.3 Overview of Seismic Anisotropy 

In 1856, Thomson described the anisotropic elastic tensor using the key concepts of 
`parallel-ity' and `orthogonal-ity' of stresses and strains, regardless of any external co- 

ordinate systems, while the concept of tensors was not known and the concepts of stress 

and strain were only one year old (Helbig, 1996). Since early in the history of the 

seismic exploration, it has been realized that the simplified assumption of isotropic 

behaviour of the Earth is not always justified. The velocities of seismic waves in the 

upper part of the Earth's crust have been found in several instances to vary with the 

direction of propagation (Postma, 1955). Uhrig and Van Melle (1955) mention surveys 
done in 1944,1948 and 1953 to measure the oblique times from shots spaced at large 

distances from a well to a seismometer in the well; the results could be explained only 

by velocity anisotropy. They also gave a method to quantitatively measure the velocity 

anisotropy. Their anisotropy factor A is defined as the ratio of the velocity along the 

layers, to the velocity perpendicular to the layers. They conclude that the velocity 

anisotropy is probably the result of three effects: homogeneous anisotropy in individual 

rock layers; transversely isotropic rock layers; and for the oblique paths, quasi- 

anisotropy caused by time differences between straight-line and minimum-time paths, 

assuming a sequence of isotropic formations through which the waves travelled at 
different speeds. 

2.3.1 Definition and Concepts 

Seismic anisotropy may be defined as the angle-dependency of seismic velocity 

(Thomsen, 2002). An isotropic medium is one in which physical properties are the same 
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in all directions. Hence, when a physical property differs in various directions, the 

medium is considered to be anisotropic. To clarify the concept, I will now review the 

definitions given by several authors. Winterstein (1990) believes that it is appropriate to 

use the definition of anisotropy to mean something less than its broadest scope, although 
it is quite useful to distinguish anisotropy from the related concept of inhomogeneity. In 

an inhomogeneous material, the physical properties, when measured in the same 
direction, will change with location. Winterstein uses anisotropy only in a limited sense 

to mean the variation of the properties of homogeneous materials with direction. 

Based on Crampin (1989), uniform materials with an internal structure like a crystal or a 

set of aligned cracks, are elastically anisotropic, because the elastic properties vary with 
direction. Variation in the properties of purely elastic solids, such as crystals, may be 

well described by a fourth-order tensor of anisotropic elastic constants. For compound 

materials with an internal structure, akin to a solid made up of periodic thin layers or 

containing aligned cracks, the structure can also be simulated by anisotropic elastic 

constants. Thomsen (2002) includes all waves ranging from 1 Hz to many MHz in the 

definition of `seismic', rather than limiting it to merely primary and shear waves. 

All points of a continuum can be assigned scalar, vectorial or tensorial parameters. If the 

studied parameter is the same everywhere in a region, the region will be called 
homogeneous with respect to that parameter. If the parameter depends upon the direction 

of the measurement, then the region is called anisotropic with respect to that parameter 
(Helbig, 1984,1994). All anisotropy originates in inhomogeneity, and all 
inhomogeneous materials also show anisotropy at some scale (Winterstein 1990). 

Materials may or may not be homogeneous, depending on the scale of the study. The 

scales include atomic, grain, fabric, texture and structure. Materials that show 

inhomogeneity on the scale of the probing wavelengths are anisotropic. In geophysics, 

the pertinent scale varies, and is related to the applied wavelengths. For seismic 

bandwidths ranging from 1 to 100 Hz, the scale may be in tens of metres; for sonic 

bandwidths (1 to 25 Hz), it is in the order of decimetres; and for the ultrasonic 

bandwidth of 1 kHz to MHz in laboratory measurements, it is a few millimetres. 
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2.4 Basis for the Calculation of Stress-Induced Anisotropy 

2.4.1 Stress-Strain Relation 

The mathematical basis of elastic-wave propagation in an anisotropic medium has been 

discussed by Love (1934). Some physical laws are utilized as the basis of calculations of 

all categories of deformation in a continuum, due to propagation of seismic waves. 

These theorems of conservation include conservation of energy, conservation of mass, 

conservation of linear momentum, and conservation of angular momentum. Let xl, x2 

and x3 be spatial co-ordinates, and ul, u2 and u3 be the displacement components of an 

elastic wave in the rock. If the stress tensor is Qj and the normal strain tensor is related 

to the displacements by: 

E�=äx', fori=1,2and3. (2.4) 

and for shear strain: 

_ 
au, aus 

, for i and i =1,2 and 3. (2.5) axe 
+u 

ax, 

The generalized Hooke's law is the starting point of our analysis. As shown in Aki and 

Richards (1980), a linearly elastic medium behaves so that each component of applied 

stress is linearly dependent on every component of strain. Or, in other words, an elastic 

medium possesses a constitutive relation between the applied stress and the resultant 

strain, which is one-to-one and time-independent. Stressed sandstone treated in a Hooke 

cell is expected to follow the stress-strain rule that reads: 

Q9 = Cyk, ek, (2.6) 

where Qj is the second-order tensor of stress, £i is the second-order tensor of strain, and 

C1jk1 is the fourth-order tensor of elastic modulus or stiffness. Writing the relation in 

another way, the fourth-order compliance tensor emerges: 

Cif = SukIcx (2.7) 

where compliance is the inverse of stiffness, i. e. Sy =CjI. 

Conservation of angular momentum results in the symmetry of the stress tensor, hence: 

QU = Qýý (2.8) 
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and 

kl elk C= (2.9) 

So equations (2.6) and (2.7) can be expressed in terms of tensors as: 

Q# = C,,, Ek,, for Q, k and I =1,2 and 3: (2.10) 

or 

Ey =S, k, Q,, fori, j, kand1=1,2and3: (2.11) 

in which aij is the ij-element of the symmetrical second-order stress tensor; eki is the kl- 

element of the symmetrical second-order strain tensor, Cykj is the ijkl-element of the 

fourth-order stiffness tensor, and Syki (the inverse of C; ýkl) is the corresponding 

compliance tensor. (For further reading, see Appendix 1. ) C11kl comprises 81 

components, which reduce to only five components for a VTI medium. (Appendix 2 

gives a detailed treatment of symmetry systems. ) 

So the familiar stiffness tensor of a VTI medium in two-subscript notation emerges as: 

C11 C11- 2C66 C13 0 0 0 
C11- 2C66 C11 C13 0 0 0 

C13 C13 C33 0 0 0 
C" 0 0 0 C44 0 0 

(2.12) 

0 0 0 0 C44 0 
0 0 0 0 0 C66 

where there are only five independent elements: C11, C33, C44, C66 and C13. 

Figure 2.6 shows a VTI medium. The Thomsen's type anisotropy parameters of a VTI 

medium are as follows: 

e_ 
CII 

(2.13) 
2C33 

S_(C13+C55)2 
- (C33-C55)2 

(2.14) 
2C33 (C33 - C55) 

ý, - 
C66 

(2.15) 
ss 
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Figure 2.6: Layered sediments like shale form a VTI medium. The vertical axis x? is the 

symmetry axis, and plane <xi, x>> is the isotropic symmetry plane, hence in a VTI medium there 

are no azimuthal variations. Velocity variations are observable in planes <x,, x3> and <XI, x3>, 

so velocity variations with depth can be studied. 

Stress, vertically aligned fractures and vertically tilted beds are known to form an HTI 

medium (horizontal transverse isotropy). For an HTI medium (Figure 2.7), the stiffness 

tensor Cjj can be written in the form: 

Cu C13 
CI3 C33 

CI, (13-2C44 

__ C'i 
00 
00 

00 

C� 0 0 0 
C�-2C� 0 0 0 

C� 0 0 0 
0 C44 0 0 

0 0 C6fi 0 
0 0 0 C61 

(2.16) 
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Figure 2.7: HTI medium. Aligned vertical fractures can give rise to an HTI medium. Azimuthal 

anisotropy can be detected in the azimuthal plane <x1, x2>. 

Tsvankin (1997) and Rüger (1998) give relations to recover the HTI anisotropy 

parameters from the VTI ones: 

_ -- 
EVTI 

(2.17) ýHTI 
1+ 2EVTI 

SHTI 
8I- 2EVTl (1+ eVTI / 

J) (2.18) 

(1 + 2EvTt )(1 + 2evTI / f) 

_ 
YVTI (2.19) YHTI - 1+2 YVTI 

where f is a function of compressional-wave velocity Vp and shear-wave velocity, VS as: 
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f =1-(VS/Vp)2 (2.20) 

2.4.2 Types of Seismic Anisotropy 

Here one can classify seismic anisotropy into intrinsic or natural anisotropy - as in shale, 

and induced anisotropy. This study focuses on induced anisotropy. From another 

standpoint, seismic anisotropy is discussed in terms of two and sometimes three types of 

transverse isotropy (although it seems rather odd to define a type of anisotropy using the 

term `isotropy'): VTI, TTI and HTI. VTI, or vertical transverse isotropy, is transverse 

isotropy with a vertical axis of symmetry that can be caused by layering and shales. 
Further information on VTI and TTI can be found in MacBeth (2002a, b), Tsvankin 

(1996,1997) and Alkhalifah et al. (1996). VTI is also known as polar anisotropy. TTI, 

or tilted transverse isotropy, is actually tilted VTI. HTI (horizontal transverse isotropy) is 

transverse isotropy with a horizontal axis of symmetry. It is sometimes called azimuthal 

anisotropy, and is caused by cracks, fractures and stress, or even vertically folded shales. 
Here, a few useful concepts are briefly reviewed. 

Azimuthal Anisotropy 

Seismic-wave velocities can be dependent on azimuth. As can be seen in the HTI model 

shown in Figure 2.7, velocities measured in any direction in the X1, x2> plane may vary 

with their azimuths or the angles of directions measured relative to north. This behaviour 

of the azimuth dependence of seismic velocity is known as azimuthal anisotropy. 
Aligned vertical fractures (like those shown in Figure 2.7), directional horizontal 

stresses, vertically folded shales, and a combination of these factors, can cause azimuthal 

anisotropy. Other variations in, for example, reflection coefficient, amplitude, travel 

time and phase, can be observed as the results of velocity azimuthal anisotropy. For 

further reading on azimuthal anisotropy, see Lynn and Thomsen (1990), Lefeuvre 

(1993), Rüger and Tsvankin (1995), Rüger (1996,1998), Li (1998), MacBeth (1999) and 

Olofsson et al. (2003). 

Polar Anisotropy 

Unlike azimuthal anisotropy, which is defined as the velocity variation in the horizontal 

plane (<xi, x2> plane) as a function of the angle between the direction of wave 

propagation and the north, polar anisotropy is given by the velocity variation in the 

vertical plane (the <x1, x3> plane and the <x2, x3> plane) as shown in the VTI model in 
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Figure 2.6 as a function of ray angle from the vertical direction (x3 axis). Polar velocity 

anisotropy can be caused by shales, thin beds and layering. For further reading on polar 

anisotropy, VTI and TTI, see Alkhalifah et al. (1996), Tsvankin (1996,1997), MacBeth 

(2002) and Thomsen (2002). 

Shear-wave Splitting 

When passing through an anisotropic medium, a shear wave is polarized into two 

differently travelling waves Sl and S2, with Sl propagating at a higher speed compared to 

S2. This azimuthally anisotropic behaviour of shear-wave propagation is called splitting 

or birefringence, leading to a fast shear wave (Si) and a slow shear wave (S2). Figure 2.8 

illustrates shear-wave birefringence. Crampin (1998) characterizes shear-wave splitting 

as `a measurement monitoring the dynamic internal deformation of fluid-saturated 

microcracks in in-situ rock' for which the response of the rock mass can be predicted. 
(For further reading on this topic, see Liu et al. (1989), MacBeth and Crampin (1991), 

Crampin (2001), Winterstein et al. (2001) and Olofsson et al. (2003)). 

Stress-induced anisotropy 

If two horizontal stresses are equal and vertical stress is the prevailing stress, the 

medium is VTI, and polar velocity anisotropy is observed. In the case of differential 

horizontal stresses, the rock gives rise to an HTI medium and there is velocity variation 
in different azimuths, which is called azimuthal anisotropy. In the more general case of 

unequal stresses the stress-induced anisotropy will be orthorhombic. 
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Figure 2.8: The shear wave (S), while propagating through an azimuthal anisotropic medium, 

resulting from vertically aligned cracks, is polarized into two components S, and S2, travelling at 

different speeds (S1 > S2). Pv, PH and Ph are the vertical, maximum, and minimum horizontal 

compressional stresses respectively (Liu et al., 1989). 

2.4.3 Measurement of Stress Induced Anisotropy 

Several authors have undertaken research on stress-induced anisotropy. Nur and 

Simmons (1969), in their pioneering work, demonstrate through an experimental study 

how the velocities of the compressional waves and shear waves in Barre granite vary 

with increasing stress. However, similar observations date back to 1923, when Adams 

and Williamson attributed velocity variations with stress to the internal microcracks 

within rocks. In 1957, Tocher suggested that velocity increase with stress can lead to 

information on stress changes, and in 1960, Matsushima demonstrated that the elastic 

properties of some rocks vary with uniaxial stress, especially in the direction of applied 

stress. In another work Nur (1971) deliberately depicted measured and computed wave 

velocities as a function of stress and the direction of the applied stress. Lynn (1991) 

measured azimuthal anisotropy in down-hole shear-wave data from two different sites, 

and attributed it to possible stress-induced anisotropy caused by unequal horizontal 

stresses. Yin and Nur (1992) demonstrated that several rock types (granite, sandstone, 

shales and Ottawa sand) show stress-induced anisotropy and found it to be significant in 
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soft rocks. Based on Bruno and Winterstein (1994), the stress state has a controlling 

effect on the observed anisotropy. 

Sayers and Kachanov (1995) expressed stress-induced anisotropy in terms of crack 
density tensors of the second and fourth ranks. After brittle rocks experience failure due 

to compression, coalescence of microcracks occurs, and rocks therefore exhibit 

anisotropy. Mavko et al. (1995) predicted stress-induced anisotropy by calculating the 

excess compliance of the rock. Dillen et al. (1999) concluded that the compressional- 

and shear-wave velocities exhibit the greatest sensitivity to the normal stresses in a 

triaxial loading. Horizontal differential stress is considered to be the source of anisotropy 
in studying azimuthal variations of compressional-wave AVOA, NMO and internal 

velocities (MacBeth and Lynn, 2001). Sayers (2002) attributed variations of the elastic- 

wave velocities in sandstones to discontinuities like grain boundaries and internal 

microcracks. MacBeth (2002) derived relations for tangential and normal compliances 
from the pressure dependence of sandstones, and approximated the rock elastic moduli 

via comprehensive laboratory measurements on the plugs from dozen of reservoirs. 

Nur and Simmons (1969) performed four measurements on Barre granite to study the 

variations in acoustic-wave velocities with stress and angle at the following settings: 

uniaxial stress applied to the axis (one of the diameters of a 10 cm by 10 cm cylinder 

sample), compressional waves measured normal to the axis; shear waves propagating 

normal to the axis and polarized normal to the axis; shear waves propagating normal to 

the axis and polarized parallel to the axis; and shear waves propagating parallel to the 

axis. All velocities show an increase with uniaxial stress; however, the amount of the 

increase depends upon the angle between the direction of stress and the direction of 

wave propagation (and polarization in case of shear waves). When the acoustic waves 

propagate along or parallel to the stress direction, the maximum increase in velocity 

occurs. The minimum velocity increases is associated with the case where waves 

propagate perpendicular to the direction of uniaxial stress. Variations in wave velocities 

are shown in Figures 2.9,2.10 and 2.11. 

Down-hole field measurements at the Lawrence Livermore site (LLL), San Francisco 

Bay show considerable azimuthal anisotropy (Figure 2.12) (Redpath and Lee, 1986). Yin 

and Nur (1992) found SIA in rock types such as granite, sandstone, shales and Ottawa 

sand. They concluded that SIA is significant in soft rocks. Table 2.2 shows the 

maximum anisotropy in triaxial (P = Pyy = 1.72 MPa and P. = 1.72-5.17 MPa) and 
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polyaxial (P = 1.72 MPa, Pyy = 5.17 MPa and Pu = 1.72-10.35 MPa) loadings. Pte, P»,, 

and P,,, are compressional pressures, for example, PxX is compressional pressure in the 

direction of x and applied normal to the <y, z> plane. 
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Figure 2.9: P-wave velocity (VP) in Barre granite as a function of angle between the direction of 

stress and thedirection of the wave propagation under a range of stresses from 0 to 300 bars. 

The maximum velocity increase with stress occurs at small angles. The velocity anisotropy 

shows the lowest rate in the direction normal to the applied stress. Under an isotropic stress 

state (0 bar), the velocity is almost independent of direction (Nur and Simmons, 1969). 
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Figure 2.10: Velocity of a horizontally polarized shear wave (Vsy) in Barre granite, as a 

function of the angle between the direction of stress and the direction of the wave propagation, 

under a range of stresses from 0 to 400 bars. As it is obvious that the Swwave exhibits identical 

velocity anisotropy to the compressional wave, the velocity drop due to angle is not as high as is 

the case for the latter (Nur and Simmons, 1969). 
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Figure 2.11: The velocity of a vertically polarized shear wave (Vsv) in Barre granite increases 

with applied stress, but its change with angle is not large compared to that seen in Figures 2.9 

and 2.10 (Nur and Simmons, 1969). 
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Figure 2.12: Down-hole travel times (left) and velocities (right) for shear waves polarized 

north-south and east-west, for the LLL site (Redpath and Lee, 1986). 
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Table 2.2: Maximum values of stress-induced anisotropy in several lithologies measured under 

triaxial and polyaxial stress conditions (Yin and Nur, 1992). 

Rock Anisotropy 

Triaxial Polyaxial 

Colorado oil shale 0.12 0.12 

Colorado shaly sandstone 0.2 0.4 

Sierra white granite 0.08 0.08 

Berea sandstone 0.06 0.13 

Massillon sandstone 0.09 0.16 

Ottawa sand 0.15 0.25 

Freeman silt A 0.14 0.14 

Freeman silt B 0.39 0.77 

Triaxial: P= Pyy = 1.72, P,, = 1.72-5.17 (MPa) 

Polyaxial: P=1.72, Pn, = 5.17, P, = 1.72-10.35 (MPa) 

Seismic-wave velocities can be measured under three different stress states: laboratory 

conditions, generally under hydrostatic conditions or equal stresses; down-hole 

conditions; and in-situ stress state or lithostatic conditions. As stresses in different media 

can be different, they will influence seismic-wave velocities differently. Consequently, 

correlation of velocities will be difficult and some degree of discrepancy can occur. Ball 

and Batzle (1994) compared the stress dependence of compressional waves to shear 

waves in several sandstones with a range of porosities, with different results. They 

measured velocities in the laboratory close to realistic lithostatic conditions, by 

simplifying field conditions, but still within valid limits, which provided valuable 

insights. Figure 2.13 illustrates the measured velocities for Berea sandstone for a range 

of confining pressures at constant axial vertical stresses. The compressional wave shows 

an increase in velocity with vertical axial stress, and at the same time a small decrease 

with the lateral stress (minimum horizontal stress). However, at higher axial stress 

(above 30 MPa) the velocity increases with both axial and lateral stresses. On the other 

hand, the shear-wave velocity shows a monotonous (steady) increase with axial and 

lateral stresses. 
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Figure 2.13: Variations in compressional-wave velocities (top) and shear-wave velocities 

(bottom) of Berea sandstone with vertical axial stress and confining pressure (lateral stress) 

(Ball and Batzle, 1994). 

In Chapter 3, I will compare the variations in the velocities of the compressional and 

shear waves measured in my study, with the variations shown in Figure 2.13. 

Other authors who have contributed to this issue include Lo et al. (1986), Sayers et al. 

(1990), Zamora and Poirier (1990), Sayers and Kachanov (1991,1995), Schwartz et al. 

(1994), Mavko et al. (1995), Dvorkin et al. (1996), Holt et al. (1996), Johnson and 

Rasolofosaon (1996), Rasolofosaon (1998), Dillen et al. (1999), Fjaer and Holt (1999), 

Ohlson and MacBeth (1999), Hudson (2000), Nes et al. (2000), Kirstetter and MacBeth 

(2001), MacBeth and Lynn (2001), Gurevich (2002), Liu et al. (2002), Sarkar et al. 
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(2002), Sayers (2002), Shapiro and Kaselow (2002), Tod (2002), Wang (2002), 

MacBeth (2004) and Prioul et al. (2004). 

2.4.4 Reservoir Stress and Stress-Induced Anisotropy 

In Figure 2.14, data from the Cymric oilfield in California illustrate that the direction of 

maximum horizontal stress is around 60° up to the second layer. There is a discrepancy 

due to the Pliocene-Miocene angular unconformity, where the dip of the strata shows a 

350 change, and, below this, the direction of maximum horizontal stress lies at 100 

degrees. The direction of maximum horizontal stress can be indicated in several ways. It 

changes with the reservoir depth, lithology, structure and dip of the bedding. Teufel and 

Farrell (1992) mapped the directions of maximum horizontal stress in the Ekofisk Field, 

using microfracturing techniques. As can be seen in Figure 2.15, the stress directions are 

perpendicular to the structural contour lines. On its own the bedding dip can change the 

direction of maximum horizontal stress. 
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Figure 2.14: Polarization angles of the fast shear wave in the Cymric oilfield, California. The 

directions of maximum horizontal stress are believed to be along the observed polarization 

directions. The sudden change in the direction is due to an angular unconformity (Bruno and 

Winterstein, 1994). 
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Figure 2.15: Directions of maximum horizontal stress in the Ekofisk Field are generally 

perpendicular to the structural contours (Teufel and Farrell, 1992). 

Figure 2.16 illustrates the rotation of maximum horizontal stress with depth in a finite- 

element model of an anticline consisting of a stiff stratum between two softer layers. The 

rotation pattern across the crest of the anticline is quite different to that at the limbs of 

the structure. The degree of rotation of the maximum horizontal stress decreases with 

depth at the limbs, and increases across the crest of the anticline. 
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Figure 2.16: Rotation of principal stress direction in an anticline with a single stiff layer. The 

fold axis is at zero degrees. Thick lines indicate boundaries with softer material (Bruno and 

Winterstein, 1994). 

2.5 Fractures and Fractured Reservoirs 

Production and increasing recovery rate of the existing oil and gas fields have shown to 

attract arrested attention and new emphasis. Fractured reservoirs contain an enormous 

amount of oil and natural gas (Nelson, 1985). Fractures control in situ permeability; 

fluid storage and mobility; and rock strength; and thus the reservoir itself. Therefore, a 

clear insight into the subsurface fracture network will definitely promote optimization of 

well planning and production. Rock properties in a fractured reservoir indicate the 

amount of hydrocarbons and the convenience or inconvenience of production. For 

instance, porosity is a direct index for reflecting significance of volume of hydrocarbons, 

and permeability shows the ability of fluids to flow into a well. In addition to faults that 

act as conduits or barriers to fluids, joints, fractures, microfractures and cracks can all 

increase the permeability of the rocks. On the other hand, ignoring open fractures may 
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lead to fluid flux, loss of circulation and other unsuccessful exploration and production 

efforts. The porosity and permeability of porous and fractured geological media decrease 

with the exploitation of formation fluids. This may result in ground subsidence and a 

decrease in the recovery of petroleum and natural gas. During the pumping of oil or 

natural gas from fractured or porous formations, a problem occurs when, due to the 

drawdown created by the well, the pressure in the adjacent formation is not sufficient to 

keep the fractures or pore spaces open. If the fractures collapse, then the permeability of 

the rock - and with it the productivity of the well - decreases, and the sustainability of 

production is endangered. 

A reservoir fracture is defined by Nelson (1985), as a naturally occurring macroscopic 

planar discontinuity in a rock, due to deformation or physical diagenesis. It may have 

been either initially open, or subsequently altered/mineralized. Hence, it may have either 

a positive or negative effect on fluid flow within the rock. Nelson also defines a 

fractured reservoir as a reservoir in which naturally occurring fractures either have, or 

are predicted to have, a significant effect on reservoir fluid flow - either in the form of 

increased reservoir permeability and/or porosity or increased permeability anisotropy. A 

detailed description of fractured reservoirs; their evaluation; fracture origin and 

morphology; generic and geological classifications can be found in Aguilera (1980), 

Nelson (1985) and Saidi (1987). 

The mechanical properties of the host rock; its modes of origin; and subsurface 

diagenesis, all control the physical characters of fractures. A feature resulting from 

combination of these factors can either increase or decrease reservoir porosity and 

permeability. Despite the fact that fractures can occur on a large scale, in all rock 

formations, subsurface or outcrop, it is only when they are present with an adequate 

length or spacing that their positive or negative impact upon fluid flow emerges as being 

considerable. In order to evaluate this impact, one should focus on the fluid-flow 

properties of individual representative fractures and the number of fractures that run in a 

given direction in the studied reservoir volume. Hence, besides making the usual 

petrophysical measurements on the rock matrix, it is necessary to indicate the reservoir 

properties of the fracture network and their fluctuations with reservoir depletion and 

depth. The most effective petrophysical determinations are fracture porosity, fracture 

permeability, fluid saturation within the fractures, and the expected recovery factor of 

the fracture system (Nelson, 1985). Here some important reservoir rocks and fracture 

properties are reviewed in order to discuss two fracture theories in this chapter. 
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2.5.1 Porosity 

Porosity (0) or void space within a rock is obtained by dividing the void space by the 

bulk volume of the rock (Aguilera, 1980). Porosity can be classified as total primary, 

effective primary, and secondary. Primary porosity is related to the time when the 

sediment was originally deposited, and so it is an inherent, original characteristic of the 

rock. Factors such as grain arrangement and distribution, and also cementation and 

degree of interconnection among the voids, control the amount of the primary porosity. 

Total primary porosity can be defined as the total primary void spaces divided by the 

bulk volume of the rock, whereas the effective primary porosity is defined as the 

interconnected void spaces divided by the bulk volume of the rock. 

VVS VB y 
(2.21) 

VB VB 

where Vvs is void space, VB is bulk volume and Vsp is sphere volume. 

Secondary or induced porosity is assumed to be the result of geological processes after 

the deposition of sedimentary rocks. Solution, recrystallization and dolomitization in 

fractures and joints can cause secondary porosity. 

2.5.2 Fracture Aperture 

Fracture aperture is an important geometrical property of fractures that contributes 

directly to the fluid flow and productivity of a reservoir. A wide fracture or crack can 

often be at the same time taller, longer and more widely distributed. Figure 2.17 relates 

fracture aperture in millimetres to well productivity in barrels per day (bbd). 
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Figure 2.17. " Correlation between fracture aperture in microns or millimetres with well 

productivity in barrels per day, in the Austin Chalk, Texas (Fett, 1991). 

2.5.3 Fracture/Crack Aspect Ratio 

Fracture or crack aspect ratio is defined as follows: 

a= - (2.22) 
a 

where c is the crack width and a is the crack length, as shown in Figure 2.18. Aspect 

ratios can be in the range of 0.001 to 0.1 and relate the rock's mechanical integrity to its 

flow characteristics 

2c 

2a 

Figure 2.18: Side view of a crack, showing large and small dimensions in defining the crack 

aspect ratio. 
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2.5.4 Fracture (Crack) Density 

Crack density (e) is another important factor which adds to our information on the 

structure of crack or fracture model and is written in the form of: 
N 

e=V a3 (2.23) 

or: 

4; ca 
(2.24) 

where N is the number of cracks of radius a in a volume of V; Oc is the total volume of 

the inclusions or crack porosity; and a is the crack aspect ratio. 

2.6 Effective Medium and Fracture Theories 

As discussed in the literature, the oil and gas industry is interested in investigating fluid- 

conducting reservoir fractures, therefore the next focus of attention is the mechanical 

behaviour of the reservoir rocks. On the other hand, most hydrocarbon reservoirs are 

encountered at several hundreds or a few thousand metres depth, where they are highly 

tectonized, cracked and fractured. Therefore, a rock's internal failures, defects and pore 

spaces control its mechanical response to external forces. In addition to pores and 

internal defects, the mineralogical and crystallographic properties of the rock and 

whether pore spaces are filled with fluids and/or interconnected also affect the rock 

behaviour expressed in terms of moduli. Here the geometry, distribution, density and 

intensity of these void spaces or cracks are of major importance. In order to make the 

study of cracked or fractured rocks possible, equivalently they are assumed as effective 

media that are meanwhile homogeneous and either embedded by pore spaces or 

inclusions (Hudson, 1980,1981) or planes of weakness or defects (Schoenberg and 

Muir, 1989). After a discussion on the justifications for using the Hudson crack model 

(Hudson, 1980,1981; Hudson et al., 1996b, 1997) for fracture-induced anisotropy, I will 

explain how to use the framework of Schoenberg and Muir's theory combined by 

Hudson's crack model. 

On the other hand, to connect crack models (e. g. Hudson, 1980) to fracture models (e. g. 

Schoenberg, 1999; Liu et al., 2000) (Figure 2.19), it is necessary to discuss the evolution 

of fracture theories from crack theories. Cracks are perceived to be very small void- or 

fluid-filled spaces of oblate spheroid shape, distributed randomly as clusters making up 

conduits (fractures) for fluid flow. In comparison to the average seismic wavelength, in 
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the range of tens of metres at least, cracks are many orders of magnitude smaller, in the 

range of tenths of a millimetre to millimetres thick. Fractures, which are still small 

compared to the wavelength of passing seismic waves, can be thought of as planes of 

discontinuity or concentrations of cracks. 

(a) Plane distribution of small cracks 

2a 

(b) Plane distribution of contacts 

2b 
4º 

(c) Parallel planes and weak material infills 

ld 

Figure 2.19: Crack and fracture models showing: (a) a plane distribution of small oblate voids 

(e. g. Hudson et al., 1996b), (b) a plane distribution of contacts (e. g. Hudson et al., 1997) and (c) 

parallel planes with weak solid infills (e. g. Schoenberg, 1980), (Liu et al., 2000). 

2.6.1 Schoenberg and Muir 

Schoenberg and Muir (1989) considered an accumulation of infinitely thin horizontal 

layers, each with a thickness much smaller than a seismic wavelet. They used matrix 

algebra and group theory to compute the response of an anisotropic, homogeneous 
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medium, perturbed by the heterogeneous distribution of thin layers, to a seismic wave in 

the long-wavelength limit. Sets of parallel fractures and aligned microcracks can be 

treated well using this. The theory gives the effective compliance of a medium, caused 

by a set of horizontal fractures, as: 

Sff = S+ AS uuu (2.25) 

where SÜ is the background compliance and dSll is the excess compliance of the rock. 

The latter can be written in terms of normal and tangential compliances, thus: 

0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

A Su = hf * 
0 0 ZN 0 0 0 

(2.26) 
0 0 0 ZT 0 
0 0 0 0 ZT 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

where hf is the volume fraction of the fractures, defined as the ratio of fracture thickness 

to fracture spacing. 

ZN 
h HK 

(2.27) 
fN 

ZT 
h Hrc 

(2.28) 
fT 

where H is the fracture spacing, xN is the normal specific stiffness of the fracture, and its 

shear counterpart is I CT. 

2.6.2 Hudson's Crack Model 

Hudson's (Hudson, 1980,1981,1986; Hudson et al., 1996a and b, 1997) well-known 

crack model describes cracks or microcracks as low aspect ratio void space, ellipsoids or 

oblate spheroids, as illustrated in Figure 2.19. It is an intuitive model that assumes that 

spheroidal inclusions scatter the travelling seismic wave; and, as it relies on continuous 

strain around the crack, it can also be interpreted as perturbed stiffness. The perturbed 

stiffness tensor reads: 

C, ýk, = Cý, ý, + C; k, + C, k, +.... (2.29) 

where Cykt° is the background stiffness; Cuk, ' is the first-order stiffness; and C;; k? 2 is the 

second-order stiffness, all of which are affected by geometrical properties of the cracks, 

such as density, aspect ratio and orientation. The theory works well for one or more sets 

of aligned fractures, but its accuracy is limited to low aspect ratios and low crack 
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densities. For a VTI medium formed by horizontal cracks with their normal in the 

direction of x3, non-zero elements of the first-order stiffness can be written as: 
z 

CII =- 
A 

eU3 (2.30) 

z 
C33 _-(A+2µ) eU3 (2.31) 

C13 _-A(2+2, 
u)eU3 (2.32) 

C'ý = -, ueU, (2.33) 

where, for dry cracks, U and U3 are functions of the Lame constants as: 

U, _ 
16(x, +2, u) (2.34) 
3(3. %+4p) 

4(2 + 2p) 
U3 = 3(A + u) 

(2.35) 

For weak inclusions: 

U' _ 
16(x. +2µ) 1 

(2.36) 
3(32+4p)1+M 

U' _ 
4(A+2p) 1 

(2.37) 
3(R+µ) 1+K 

where factors M and K depend on the elastic properties of the rock and the inclusion 

material, as follows: 

4, u'(%+2p) M= (2.38) 
'raµ(32+4, u) 

K_ 
[x'+(4/3)p'](A+2p) 

rap (A + p) 
(2.39) 

where x' is the bulk modulus of the inclusion material, , c/ is its shear modulus, and a is 

the crack aspect ratio. Detailed treatment of Hudson's theory and its updates can be 

found in Hudson (1980,1981,1986), Hudson et al. (1996a and b, 1997,2000), Liu et al. 

(2000), Hall (2000), Pointer (2000) and MacBeth (2002). 
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2.7 Summary 

Several aspects of the significance of stresses in oil and gas reservoirs have been 

discussed in two sections covering reservoir stress-sensitivity and stress orientation in 

reservoirs. The types of stress, and the stress states that cause the different faulting 

systems, have also been explained. Shear waves demonstrate the ability to indicate the 

direction of maximum horizontal stress through their polarization. Several methods for 

stress characterization have been listed and a brief history of anisotropy has been 

presented, along with its definition and the ways in which it differs from heterogeneity. 

The important types of anisotropy have also been introduced. In reviewing past 

measurements of stress-induced anisotropy, several significant published results have 

been presented in order to give an insight into the practicality and potential of the 

subject, based upon laboratory measurements, of which a few examples have been 

reproduced. The basis of stress-induced anisotropy has been illustrated. To achieve a 

proper insight into the implications of stresses for seismic-wave velocity, one ought to 

consider in situ stresses in their realistic state, a state that can be simulated by triaxial 

loading. Furthermore, as the velocities of compressional and shear waves exhibit the 

greatest sensitivity to normal stresses, in Chapter 3a method will be adopted to tackle 

the problem in the most practical way. Fracture, fractured reservoirs, effective media, 

and fracture theories have been covered to the required extent, in order to prepare a basis 

for the calculation of fracture-induced anisotropy in Chapter 4. 
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Chapter 3 

Calculation of Stress-Induced Anisotropy in Sandstones 

3.1 Introduction 

In this chapter the basis of the calculation of stress-induced seismic anisotropy is 

presented. The focus in particular is on TI (VTI and HTI) media, and the computation of 

anisotropy parameters for a region which exhibits a strike-slip faulting system where the 

maximum horizontal stress is the prevailing stress. Use is also made of laboratory data 

from previously published work - data which provide estimates for excess compliances 

as a function of applied isotropic stress for saturated and dry Palaeocene and Rotliegend 

sandstone samples. The outcome of this work is a range of Thomsen's parameters with a 

dependence on the differential stress and background isotropic stress. Finally, 

convenient approximations to this stress dependence are presented. 

3.2 Anisotropy Parameterization - Dry-Frame Sand 

My workflow for this calculation is displayed in Figure 3.1. In geographical areas for 

which the prevailing stress at depth in the reservoir is the maximum horizontal stress OH, 

azimuthally dependent seismic properties can be created by unequal loading of the rock 

frame. Although the most common triaxial compressive stress regime that might arise in 

this situation is QH > Qv > Qh (leading to the generation of strike-slip faults), for 

simplicity of calculation, I will assume the condition OH > o'v = O, in order to make the 

studied medium HTI, as the key assumption of strike-slip faulting system implies that 
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medium is orthorhombic. Such an arrangement is not as artificial as one might think, and 

it has been observed in many cases - for example in the Visund Field in the Norwegian 

Basin (Wiprut and Zoback, 2000). Obviously this cannot be the only possibility to start 

with for calculation of stress-induced anisotropy and it is thus adopted to later facilitate 

the comparison with HTI medium caused by vertically aligned fractures. The effects of 

this particular stress state are equivalent to an isotropic loading component co 

(essentially the lithostatic overburden stress minus reservoir fluid pressure), combined 

with a single uniaxial compression 0u directed along the xi axis, so that Oý = au + Ob, ah 

=o and av = Qo. Figure 3.2 illustrates such a stress state. 
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Normal and Tangential Compliances (MacBeth, 2004) 

0 
Isotropic Background Compliances 

(Sayers and Kachanov, 1995) 

11 
Anisotropic Excess Compliances (Mavko et al., 1995) 

r 
Anisotropy Parameters (Tsvankin, 1997) 

Figure 3.1: Workflow to parameterize stress-induced anisotropy. 
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Figure 3.2: Strike-slip faulting system where the maximum horizontal stress is the prevailing 

stress. 

In this formulation, the effective normal ZN and tangential ZT compliances of the rock as 

functions of stress are required. MacBeth (2004) has described the variation of rock 

properties under stress, for a variety of rock types. The pressure dependence of the rock 

frame is assumed to be the result of the presence of small-scale flaws, internal defects, 

discontinuities, contact regions, grain boundaries and all the planes of weakness inside 

the rock, resulting in a normal compliance ZN and tangential compliance ZT as functions 

of isotropic stress or pressure (m), which then appears in the bulk modulus (x) and shear 

modulus (a) of the rock. Despite the fact that the internal microstructure of the rock may 

not be determined in accurate detail, it can be represented collectively as a single 

pseudo-function of pressure to a satisfactory degree. Thus, in its intact form the rock is 

assumed to be a homogeneous isotropic elastic medium containing a random distribution 

of internal flaws which vary as a function of isotropic stress, and which decrease with an 
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increase in stress and approach zero at high stresses. Just before the asymptotic state of 

the final high-stress state, almost all defects, flaws and internal weakness planes are 

closed, although some irreducible incompressible pore space may remain open. This 

asymptotic state is assumed to be valid until the critical yield moment that is beyond the 

above-mentioned high pressure and after which the rock is crushed. The bulk modulus of 

the rock shows a dependence on the normal compliance only, but the shear modulus 

behaves as a weighted function of both compliances: 

K(P) = 
Km 

(3.1) 
1+KKZN(P) 

and 

p(P) _ 
fl- 

1+p. (4ZN(P)+6ZT(P))/15 
(3.2) 

where K_ and p are the background, high-pressure asymptotes. This pressure 

dependence can also be expressed as the characteristic pressure constants P,, Pp, E, r and 

Eý,: 

(3.3) K(P) - P/PK 1+ EKe - 

and 

(I') = 
uh 

P /P, 1+ Eý, e- P" 

These pressure constants represent the asymptotic state at which the rock is observed to 

be relatively insensitive to pressure change. Stress-sensitivity parameters S, and Su can 

be expressed as functions of these constants in the form of: 

S=K- 
00) 

= 
EK 

K (3.5) 
KK 1+Er 

and 

S /J -/J(O)= E� 
"= /k l+ EN 

(3.6) 

A database consisting of 179 sets has been analysed previously and the pressure- 

dependence relations have been fitted. Tables 3.1 and 3.2 give the elastic properties and 

the pressure sensitivity of the rocks being studied. An example of the pressure 
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dependence of Lochaline sandstone is illustrated in Figure 3.3, depicting the dependence 

for three different porosity levels: 5,18.9 and 36.2%. 

Table 3.1: Average values of some rock properties for several outcropping and reservoir 

sandstones, based on published data and data generated by Heriot-Watt University and 

elsewhere. Velocities (VP and VS) and densities (p) are zero pressure values, core porosity is (P, 

and N is the number of samples. Data originate from: 1- Tao et al. (1995); 2- Kirstetter et al. 

(2000); 3- Cheng and Toksöz (1979); 4- Winkler (1983); 5- Khaksar et al. (1999); 6- Freund 

(1992); 7- Courtesy of Shell UK Expro; 8- Courtesy of Enterprise Oil; 9- Gregory (1976); 10 

- Courtesy of Michael King, Imperial College; and 11- Courtesy of BP (MacBeth, 2004). 

OUTCROP 
SANDSTONES - VP VS p VPNS 4b(%) N 

GEOLOGY (km/s) (km/s) (g/cc) 
Unconsolidated 3.67 2.22 2.17 1.65 18.0 3 

Locha line"2 
Mo lasse 2.11 1.41 2.66 1.50 25.9 1 

Disaggregated 0.97 0.64 1.64 1.51 37.1 3 
LochalineU 

Berea 13.4 3.25 2.10 2.44 1.54 17.8 4 
Clashach' 3.92 2.58 2.69 1.52 17.0 1 
Navajo 3.47 2.28 2.22 1.52 16.4 1 

Cemented 4.88 2.77 2.52 1.76 5.0 3 
Lochahne'2 

Boise 3.15 1.92 1.99 1.64 25.0 1 

RECOVERED RESERVOIR 
ROCKS - GEOLOGY/ VP VS p VPNS Ax%) N 

FORMATION (km/s) (km/s) (g/cc) 
(FIELD) 

Forties (Nelson), Facies A 1.82 1.13 2.00 1.61 25.4 7 
Paleocene (West of Shetlands 2.24 1.35 1.91 1.66 27.1 37 

Miocene, (Gulf Coast 2.46 1.84 1.99 1.34 21.7 1 
Rotliegend (southern North Sea) 7, 2.28 1.51 2.08 1.51 23.6 11 

Facies A 
Rotliegend (southern North Sea) 

, 2.71 1.67 2.27 1.62 15.8 12 
Facies B 

Forties (Nelson), Facies B 3.32 2.05 2.31 1.62 13.0 1 
Cooper Basin Facies A 2.69 1.74 2.26 1.55 13.2 13 

Rotliegend (southern North Sea)', 2.86 1.66 1.64 1.72 10.9 5 
Facies C 

Rotliegend 3.23 2.33 2.43 1.38 9.5 31 
German 6 Facies A 

Cooper Basin', Facies B 3.81 2.47 2.47 1.54 5.5 10 
Rotliegend 3.65 2.58 2.63 1.41 3.4 24 

(Germany)6 , Facies B 
(North Sea 3.43 2.42 2.41 1.41 7.4 10 
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Table 3.2: Average values of pressure-sensitivity properties for the sets of outcrop (top) and 

reservoir sandstones (bottom) detailed in Table 3.1. The tabulated values are determined by 

least-squares line fits or averages within each particular group. Additional italicized values in 

rows correspond to refits using only data points at confining pressures greater than the 

estimated in situ effective stress (20 MPa, apart from the deeper Freund results when 75 MPa is 

used). The second row in the WoS results corresponds to a subset of the larger database, while 

the bottom row is the same subset, but with the refits. No second row entry means there are 

insufficient points for a stable fit (MacBeth, 2004). 

OUTCROP SANDSTONES - GEOLOGY 40(96) SK S.. SYj Pic Pp. Kimf pinf 
((DMIN- DMAX) MPa MPa GPa GPa 

Unconsolidated Lochaline 18.0 0.57 0.59 +0.02 6.14 7.75 13.89 16.85 
(17-19) 

Molasse' 25.9 0.66 0.57 -0.08 10.01 13.23 14.20 12.35 
26-26 

Disaggregated Lochaline ' 37.1 0.79 0.75 -0.07 14.85 15.20 3.05 2.70 
36-38 

Berea 1.3,4 17.8 0.38 0.38 +0.05 11.91 8.16 18.27 17.43 
(16-22) 

Clashach 17.0 0.24 0.22 -0.01 9.22 10.75 22.77 23.03 
(17-17) 

Navajo 16.4 0.39 0.33 -0.04 22.31 18.20 18.76 17.28 
(16-16) 

Cemented Lochaline ' 5.0 0.07 0.39 +0.17 4.49 6.94 36.79 31.68 
(5-5) 

Boise 25.0 0.22 0.19 -0.01 27.45 15.17 12.72 9.07 
25-25 

RECOVERED RESERVOIR 4(96) Sic Sµ S11 Pic Pj. t lcimf µinf ROCKS - GEOLOGY/ (OMIN_ MPa MPa GPa GPa FORMATION OMAX) 
(FIELD) 

Forties (Nelson), 25.4 0.65 0.67 +0.04 7.12 6.78 9.15 7.75 
Facies A (24-26) 0.57 0.41 -0.12 23.99 13.89 10.71 7.98 

Paleocene (West of Shetlands)" 27.1 0.50 0.55 +0.03 6.32 7.23 9.94 7.75 
(17-36) 0.53 0.52 -0.06 5.62 7.97 12.85 11.06 

0.46 0.41 -0.05 44.62 22.37 14.34 11.80 

Miocene, (Gulf Coast)9 21.7 0.75 0.53 -0.29 9.55 23.24 12.40 14.30 
(22-22) 0.57 0.55 -0.02 17.63 19.42 13.12 13.90 

Rotliegend (southern North 23.6 0.64 0.57 -0.05 9.82 13.54 12.41 10.99 
Sea', Facies A (20-28) --- --- --- --- --- 

Rotliegend (southern North 15.8 0.60 0.55 -0.03 9.99 11.61 20.50 14.03 
Sea 7, Facies B (11-19) 0.62 0.42 -0.08 15.75 56.47 22.39 /7.48 

Forties (Nelson), 13.0 0.58 0.50 -0.05 9.93 13.05 29.86 19.33 
Facies B (13-13) 0.59 0.6/ 0.01 9.89 9.56 29.88 19.02 

Cooper Basin, Facies A 13.2 0.61 0.63 -0.00 15.08 11.53 18.63 18.44 
(11-17) 0.61 0.64 0.01 15.00 /1.30 18.43 18.26 

Rotliegend 10.9 0.56 0.61 0.03 22.12 10.98 15.93 11.45 

southern North Sea )7 Facies C (8-11) 0.56 0.46 -0.02 22.75 16.47 19.88 14.30 
Rotliegend 9.5 0.69 0.43 -0.23 24.28 36.00 24.83 23.19 

German 6, Facies A (6-15) 0.66 0.54 -0.07 /24.71 105.57 24.97 15.81 
Cooper Basin', Facies B 5.5 0.41 0.45 +0.01 17.74 17.67 26.76 27.29 

(4-10) 0.42 0.45 0.01 17.72 17.62 26.24 24.71 

Rotliegend 3.4 0.66 0.41 -0.22 29.02 37.56 34.40 29.77 
German 6 Facies B (1-5) 0.1 0.24 -0.10 67.48 97.97 35.65 30.98 

North Sea 7.4 0.59 0.40 -0.16 25.33 27.45 22.93 23.60 
5-10 -- -- -- -- -- - -- 
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Figure 3.3: An example of the pressure dependence for different physical states of the same 

outcrop rock. The Lochaline is a Cretaceous shallow-marine sandstone. It is very well sorted, 

with almost a single grain size, and it is exceptionally clean (99.6% silica). The samples here 

represent three conditions: well-cemented, extracted from hard lenses of rock containing post- 

depositional silica cement (5% porosity); unconsolidated - common in most of the outcrop 

(18.9% porosity); and manually disaggregated, and then reassembled to provide a sand pack 

(36.2% porosity). The stress-sensitivity parameters follow predictable trends from the stronger 

to the less-consolidated material (MacBeth, 2004). 

The application of differential stress leads to opening or closing of discontinuities in the 

sandstone, resulting in anisotropy. Given the elastic compliance tensor S; ýk!, the 

anisotropy can be written in the form (as in Sayers and Kachanov, 1991,1995 - 
Appendix 3): 

S; Jw = 5ý,, l +L SUkI (3.7) 
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where Syk1 is the background compliance and LiSyk/ is the excess compliance of the rock. 

As mentioned, the weaknesses in the rock are collectively evaluated by a single set of 

pressure-dependent normal and tangential bulk compliances ZN(P) and ZT(P) given 

above, which lead to the following expression for bulk and shear moduli; Equations 

(3.1) and (3.2) are inputted in order to compute the background compliances of the rock. 

Here, I will define an exponential dependence for these compliances in the form of 

following empirical relations: 

ZN (P) = ae-P'P" (3.8) 

and 

ZT(P) = a, e-r rK +b. e-P'r� (3.9) 

where a, a' and b' are combinations of stress-sensitivity parameters determined by fitting 

Equations (3.1) and (3.2) to the measured laboratory data. Therefore the other Lame 

parameter, A, is computed from the bulk and shear moduli as a function of pressure: 
A(P) = ic(P)-2p(P)/3 (3.10) 

The rock background compliances can be obtained as follows: 

o =so __ 
o 

__ 
Aß'µ 

3) s11 22 `s33 
µ(3ý. + 2, u) . 11 

so o_o 
_A 12 _ _S13 _ S23 __ 2p(32+2p) 

(3.12) 

and 

S4= S55 = S66 =1 (3.13) 
p 

Now the recipe of Mavko et al. (1995) is used to calculate the excess compliances of the 

rock (4S; ýki). Their methodology for calculating the excess compliances of the rock is 

relatively independent on any assumed crack geometry and without any limitations to 

low crack density. This requires the excess compliance SS; ýk! (ao, au) to be inputted into 

their formulae for each particular loading combination of ao and au. The numerical 

calculation of AS; ýkl(Qö, au) is performed using knowledge of the response of the excess 

normal and tangential compliances to isotropic loading. 
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n 
L S33 = 21r 

fl Ö [ZN (a 
u+ 

Qo) - 
4ZT (au + ao )] cos4 0 sin OdO 

rz 

+291 jot 4ZT(a +co)cos2 0 sin OdO 

=g AS, 
1 

21rf2 ZN(au +6o)-4Z1(au +a, )]sin4 0sinOdO 

+2iv f2 2ZT(a + a)sine 0sinOdO 
0 

X513 = 27r jo 
2 [ZN(au +ao)-4ZT(6U +6o)]sinz 9cosz 9sinOd9 

AS44=21r 
fo -[ZN(QU+ao)-4ZT(6U 

+60)]sine 9cost 0sin9d9 

+2ir fO e1 ZT(a +ßo)sin2 9sinOdO+21r fz ZT(QU +ao)cos2 9sin9d9 
2 

QS66 = 2%i f -2 
8 

ZN (a + co) - 4ZT (o + ßo )] sin4 0 sin OdO 

+2n f ZT(a +o" )sin' 9sinOdO 

where 0 is the angle between direction of wave propagation and the applied stress. 

(3.14) 

Hence the five independent elements ASH, LS33, LS13, ASS and AS66 are determined. 

Now, using Equation (3.7), the total compliance of the rock can be found. The total 

compliance of the rock can be illustrated by the following matrix: 

s11 S12 S13 0 0 0 

S12 S11 S13 0 0 0 

S13 
'SI3 `S33 

0 0 0 

_ sU 
0 0 0 S, 0 0 

0 0 0 0 S44 0 

0 0 0 0 0 S66 

The stiffness matrix is then recovered by inverting the compliance matrix: 

(3.15) 
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S22 S23 S21 S23 S21 S22 

S32 S33 S31 
'S33 

S31 
`S32 

_ 
o O 0 

IDI IDI IDI 
S12 S13 s11 S13 s11 s12 

S32 S33 s31 
`S33 

S31 
'S32 

- _ 0 0 0 

IDI IDI IDI 

clJ=1 

where: 

S12 S13 s1, S13 s1, S12 

S22 S23 S21 S23 S21 S22 

_ 
0 0 0 

IDI IDI IDI 
1 

0 0 0 0 0 
S44 

1 
0 0 0 0 0 

S44 
1 

0 0 0 0 0 S66 

D= S1 
I 
(S22 S33 - 

S32 S23)- S12 (S21 
`S33 - 

S31 
`523 + S13 (S21 

`S32 - 
S31's22 ) 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 

After finding C1 , ýkl the resultant HTI anisotropy is parameterized in the usual way with 

the Tsvankin (1997) Thomsen-like parameters (Equations 2.3,2.4 and 2.5) and Rüger 

(1998) (Equations 2.7,2.8 and 2.9). 

Palaeocene sandstones from the Nelson Field of the North Sea and the Rotliegend 

Formation of the Southern Gas Basin are chosen for computing stress-induced 

anisotropy (MacBeth, 2004). The pressure-dependent anisotropy parameters of the dry- 

frame Nelson sandstone and Rotliegend sandstone are shown in Figure 3.4. Dry-frame 

stress-sensitive Palaeocene sandstone exhibits a medium to large velocity anisotropy, 

with maximum absolute values of c= 7%, 6= 16% and y= 7%. Highly compressible 

(0.10 GPa ') and porous (25%) Nelson sand complies fairly easily with the applied 

stress. The response of the tight, consolidated and less porous (10%) Permian Southern 

Gas Basin Rotliegend sand is less stress-sensitive when subjected to an identical range 

of excess uniaxial stress due to its lack of compressibility (0.05 GPa '), and hence it 

generates a lower anisotropy. In the Rotliegend case, the maximum absolute values of 

stress-induced anisotropy are e= 1%, 6= 2% and y= 3%. The relatively larger 

magnitude of 6 compared to E may be interpreted as being due to the assumption that the 

maximum horizontal stress is the prevailing stress. Such an effect seems to be cancelled 
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out in y, due to subtraction of one shear element of stiffness from the other (C66 - C55), 

leading to a small range of variation. 

In Chapter 2 it was shown that Ball and Batzle (1994) investigated the stress dependence 

of compressional- and shear-wave velocity (Vp and Vs) on constant lithostatic stress 

states and various confining pressures in several sandstones with a range of porosities, 

and that they found different results. As a test of our theoretical predictions, a 

comparison is made with the results of Ball and Batzle's (1994) study. For the purposes 

of this study, the predictions made using the Nelson sandstone parameters are chosen as 

the closest to the Berea sandstones used in their study. Figure 3.5 shows variations of Vp 

and Vs for Nelson sandstone with excess uniaxial stress. Both Vp and Vs increase with 

vertical stress and excess uniaxial stress in the direction of maximum horizontal stress. 

Ball and Batzle's (1994) results for Berea sandstone (Figure 2.13) show a nearly 

horizontal trend of increase with confining pressure, especially at large vertical stresses. 

Vp increases with vertical axial stress and, at the same time, decreases to a smaller extent 

with the lateral stress (minimum horizontal stress). However, at higher axial stress 

(above 30 MPa) the velocity increases with both axial and lateral stresses. With a slight 

difference, Vs displays a monotonous increase with axial and lateral stresses. 

Nelson sandstone (Figure 3.5) subjected to a varying uniaxial stress due to maximum 

horizontal stress at a constant axial vertical stress, exhibits increasing velocity. The trend 

is close to linear at 30 MPa vertical stress, but at the rest of the constant vertical stress 

levels, it is exponentially increasing, in contrast to the almost flat case of the Berea 

sandstone (Figure 2.13). About the maximum excess uniaxial stress, both 

compressional- and shear-waves velocities are converging for all vertical stress levels. 

This might derive from the fact that maximum horizontal stress obviously has the largest 

impact on the velocities measured along the direction of stress application. 

In Figure 3.5 the trend of velocity variations of the Nelson sandstone is more or less 

similar to that of Berea sandstone (Figure 2.13). For the Nelson sand, the results for 

dependence on pressure are in agreement with those of the Berea sandstone, in spite of 

the fact that these studies have been conducted under various stress settings. Ball and 

Batzle (1994) conducted their measurements at a range of confining pressures and at 

constant levels of vertical stress all corresponding to the reservoir-specific stress states, 

depth, density, etc., and the Nelson sandstone is studied under varying maximum 
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horizontal stress at constant vertical stresses related to realistic reservoir stress 

conditions, depth and other rock properties. 
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Figure 3.4: Dry-frame stress-induced anisotropy (e, 6 and y) in Nelson sandstone (top), and 

Rotliegend sandstone (bottom). 
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Figure 3.5: Variations of compressional-wave velocities (top) and shear-wave velocities 
(bottom) of Nelson sandstone, with vertical axial stress and excess uniaxial stress (maximum 

horizontal stress). 
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3.3 The Effect of Saturation 

In order to compute the stress-induced anisotropy of saturated sandstones, one can 

continue the previous calculation in the stiffness domain using the Gurevich (2002) 

anisotropic version of Gassmann's (1951) and Brown and Korringa's (1975) relation, 

which expresses the saturated stiffness matrix of the rock in terms of its dry-frame 

stiffness, porosity and bulk moduli: 

C�` = C� +a, a, M (3.18) 

where a, and aj are obtained using repeated indices as: 
3 

al =1-E'='Cii (3.19) 
3Kg 

for example, when 1= 1, a, and aj are in the form of 

a, _, =1- 
1 

3K 
(C�+C12+C, 

3) 
g 

and 

a, =, =1- 
1 

3X 
(CH +C21 +C31) 

g 

and factor M is defined as a function of grain bulk modulus Kg, fluid bulk modulus x'f, 

and porosity 0 as: 

M= 
Kg 

(3.20) 

1- K 
-, 1-Kg 

Kg Kf 

where 'creads: 

Ký=1I3 
3 

IC/J (3.21) 
9 1=1 J=i 

So, by using the values in Tables 3.1 and 3.2, the effect of saturation can be computed 

using the stress-sensitive saturated stiffness elements of the sandstones in this study. A 

workflow for computing stress-induced anisotropy parameters of fluid-saturated sands is 

shown in Figure 3.6. Figure 3.7 gives the results for the stress-induced anisotropy 

parameters of Nelson and Rotliegend sandstones when they are saturated with gas. The 
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utilized values for bulk moduli of gas, oil, brine and the mineral grain (quartz) are 0.15, 

1.193,2.7 and 37 GP respectively. The anisotropy parameters -and 8 are observed to 

decrease with saturation, but y is unchanged due to its insensitivity to fluids. The oil- 

saturated results are shown in Figure 3.8; they depict the same increasing trend with 

stress and a lower anisotropy compared to the dry frame. Figure 3.9 also follows the 

same route, but for brine-saturated sandstones. 

To understand what difference saturation can make, I will start again with the dry-frame 

sandstone located under realistic reservoir conditions and will then subject it to an 

increasing uniaxial stress. The rock shows an obvious velocity anisotropy increase with 

axial stress. Once the rock is saturated with gas, oil or brine, the increase in the fluid 

bulk modulus makes the rock stiffer and less compressible; consequently, under similar 

stress variations the rock exhibits less induced velocity anisotropy. This is because the 

void spaces filled with fluids resist the applied stress. The whole rock resists the applied 

stress in all directions and hence reduces the overall impact of the differential stress on 

the induced anisotropy. In the Nelson sandstone, the maximum value of e decreases from 

7% for the dry frame to 6% for gas saturation; however, in the oil-saturated case it 

changes from 2.5% to 1.5% when oil is replaced with brine. The 6 change is 16% for the 

dry rock, to 14%, 7.5% and 5.5% for the gas-, oil- and brine-saturated cases respectively. 

The corresponding value of y is about 7%, which remains unchanged - as might be 

expected. Such variations in anisotropy occur for less stress-sensitive Rotliegend sand at 

a smaller scale - nearly one order of magnitude weaker. For instance, the maximum 

value of c for dry sand is 1%, which drops to 0.5% for gas-saturated rock; 0.2% for the 

oil-saturated case; and 0.1% for saturation with brine. The dry rock produces 2% 

anisotropy for parameter 6, which shrinks to 1.5%, 0.5% and 0.3% for saturation with 

gas, oil and brine respectively. The anisotropy parameter y reaches 3% for all dry and 

saturated cases. In conclusion, it appears that the saturation effect is significant 

especially in the case of oil-saturated Nelson sandstone, which illustrates a decrease of 

around 50% in the magnitude of the velocity anisotropy. This emphasizes the 

importance of this effect in studies where reservoir changes in pressure and saturation 

are occurring. 
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Stress State: Strike-Slip Fault 
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Normal and Tangential Compliances (MacBeth, 2004) 
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Figure 3.6: Workflow to involve the effect offluid saturation on stress-induced anisotropy. 
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Figure 3.7: Gas-saturated: stress-induced anisotropy (e, 8 and y) in Nelson sandstone (top) and 
Rotliegend sandstone (bottom). 
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3.4 Stress-Induced Anisotropy Approximations 

In order to gain an insight into the variations of stress-induced anisotropy as a function 

of excess uniaxial stress, I will attempt to present some approximations to anisotropy 

parameters. Figure 3.10 gives the results for the oil-saturated Palaeocene sands of the 

Nelson and West of Shetland (WoS) fields. It plots e, ö, and yfor a fixed ob (33 MPa and 

28 MPa for Nelson and WoS respectively) and a varying uniaxial stress au. The 

differential stress ratio (ao + au)/QO ranges from 1.0 to 1.7 for Nelson, and from 1.0 to 

1.8 for WoS. In agreement with the anticipated behaviour, the Nelson sandstone 

produces absolute anisotropy values of up to 0.08, compared to 0.04 for the WoS 

sandstone. Repeating a similar exercise with the less stress-sensitive Rotliegend 

sandstone, on the other hand, yields 0.01. This order of magnitude for the response to 

stress is consistent with, and supported by, previous work on outcrop sandstones (for 

example, Sayers et al., 1990; Dillen et al., 1999). Seismic anisotropy naturally increases 

with au, paralleling the stress-dependent increase in velocity, and rises steeply at first 

before gradually reducing its rate of change. It is also noted that as the fluid saturant 

becomes stiffer, with oil being mostly replaced by brine, then the anisotropy also falls by 

up to 3%. As au increases, the frame stiffens and the internal defects within the rock 

start to close, and hence the anisotropy increases. This stress-induced anisotropy appears 

to be well matched by the following empirical fits: 

e=E� 
ý° (1-e °au"a�) (3.22) 
Qr 

8=Sa°/or, (3.23) 
Qr 

and 
1( 

1-e') (3.24) 
Qr 

where a, b, c, d, e and f are adjustable parameters, and the asymptotes are the maximum 

attainable anisotropy at some reference isotropic loading or, As can be seen from the 

similarity of the obtained relations, one may summarize them in a more contracted form 

such as SIA(Qu) = a(b - exp(-Cau)), which expresses the anisotropy induced by excess 

uniaxial stress as an exponential function of the applied stress. The relation is useful 
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because it can provide a quick and direct understanding of stress-induced anisotropy 

varying with excess uniaxial stress. For example, for anisotropy parameter s when 

expressed as c(au) = a(b - exp(-cOU)), the approximation coefficients can be derived as 

shown in Table 3.3. 

Table 3.3: Approximation coefficients derived from fitting anisotrpy parameter e to the proposed 

exponential function of the excess uniaxial stress. 

Approximation coefficients fors a b c 
Oil-saturated Nelson sand 0.029175768 1.0126075 0.088475853 

Oil-saturated West of Shetland sand 0.014231627 1.0308167 0.11237459 
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3.5 Summary 

As the first step in my study of stress-induced anisotropy, I presented a workflow to 

compute the stress-induced anisotropy of dry-frame rocks. A stress state (strike-slip 

faulting system) was assumed to be valid for the North Sea, and a stress setting of 

isotropic stress plus excess uniaxial stress was used. This was considered as realistic and 

applicable to the study, since rocks show most sensitivity to the direction of prevailing 

stress. In such a context, effective compliances, background compliances, excess 

compliances and, finally, the general compliances of rocks, were computed by utilizing 

existing published theories. Induced anisotropy was found to be moderate to large, and 

was particularly prominent for the stress-sensitive Nelson sand. The predictions of my 

approach were compared to and found to be in agreement with published laboratory 

results by computing variations of Vp and Vs with stress. Calculations for the stress- 

induced anisotropy for saturated rocks were also presented and discussed. Stress- 

sensitive sandstones are observed to display an increase in stress-induced anisotropy 

with excess uniaxial stress in all cases - irrespective of their being dry frame or 

saturated. Stress-induced anisotropy was found to be significant for realistic reservoir 

conditions. The magnitude of such anisotropy decreases with increasing fluid bulk 

modulus. Finally, some approximate relations were also introduced - relations which 

display good agreement with the more exact numerical predictions. These provide an 

insight into the exponential dependence of the induced anisotropy of the saturated rock 

upon application of differential stresses. 
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Chapter 4 

Fracture versus Stress-Induced Seismic Anisotropy 

4.1 Introduction 

Fracture-induced and stress-induced seismic anisotropy are here compared and 

contrasted theoretically. This then leads into a series of practical tests that help to tell 

them apart. A summary of the current knowledge of fracture-induced anisotropy is 

given, followed by a section on modelling this induced anisotropy in the Nelson and 

Rotliegend sand reservoirs. Then the results of modelling stress-induced anisotropy 

(from Chapter 3) are compared with those of fracture-induced anisotropy. This step 

includes direct comparison of the magnitudes and behaviours of these types of induced 

anisotropies, which reveals that stress may induce moderate- to high-velocity anisotropy 

in stress-sensitive reservoirs, whereas the anisotropy induced by aligned fractures falls 

within the range of low to moderate. The two types of induced anisotropy can be 

indirectly distinguished from one another by comparing their effects on some seismic 

attributes, such as the reflectivities of compressional and shear waves; and P-wave AVO 

gradient (coefficient B) and curvature (coefficient C) in combination with the fields' 

structural setting and stress regimes. 

4.2 Fracture-Induced Anisotropy (FIA) 

A set of aligned vertical fractures is assumed to be inserted in an otherwise isotropic 

rock mass, comprising an HTI medium -a medium with transverse isotropy with a 
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horizontal axis of symmetry, causing azimuthal anisotropy. The first-order 

approximation of Hudson's model also represents anisotropy values in terms of some 

geometrical aspects of fractures (cracks) (as in Li, 1998). The parameters of fracture- 

induced anisotropy read: 
z 

2e(1- 
yZ )U33 (4.1) 

P 

2 

2e(U3; -Z U�) (4.2) 
P 

I 
eU� (4.3) 

where crack density is defined as a function of crack porosity and aspect ratio, as 

follows: 

e= 4n30, a 
(4.4) 

and the U, 1 and U33 functions can be defined in terms of seismic velocities of isotropic 

background and fluid velocity Vf: 

U_ 
16VP2 

() " 3(3VP2 -2VS2) 
4.5 

for dry rock: 

_ 
4VP2 

U33 
3 V2-Vz 

4.6 
PS 

and for saturated rock: 

4z U33 

3V z Ica (4.7) 
f 

An alternative is Schoenberg-Muir's slip-interface theory, where the rock compliances 

can be written as the sum of background isotropic compliance and excess compliance, in 

terms of rock elastic properties as follows: 
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0 0 0 00 
U 

0 0 0 0 
1+ 

Z, 0 
µ 

00000 
1+ 

ZT 
µ 

(4.8) 

As in Liu et al. (2001) and MacBeth (2004), the Thomsen's anisotropy parameters read: 

-2rrD, y 
(1- r7Dry) 

(4.9) 
1 

+µ)Z" +1 

S= 
1 2'7Dry 

-2 D1+11 
ý4.10ý 

/f 
+1 

f 
+1 

\ý+p)ZN ßz, 

and 

y=- 11 
(4.11) 

2( 
ZfT+1) A 

where 1JD, y is expressed in terms of Vp and Vs, which are matrix P- and S-wave velocities 

respectively: 

v2 gory -Sz (4.12) 
P 

To find these parameters for the realistic conditions of the reservoir rocks, following 

MacBeth (2002), alternatively, the elastic stiffness matrix of a fractured rock when 

saturated by fluids can be written in terms of two dimensionless scalar parameters eN and 

eT, representing measures of the overall crack compliance of the fractured rock as 

functions of the crack porosity and response factors bN and bT. 
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For a gas: 

0 Lgas 

eN = `UN 
3 (4.13) 

7N" +1-44 

and: 

eT = 
Ob T" (4.14) 

l7Ts+1-4 

Fractures can, for most practical purposes, be represented by the macroscopic fracture 

compliances /N and /T introduced by Schoenberg (1980). These differ from the bulk 

compliances, as they are defined as averages along a fracture plane. They are not 

considered to be stress-dependent in the current work, and can also be verified from the 

following relations: 

_ eN 
(2+2p)ZN 

(4.15) 
1+(A+2µ)ZN 

and: 

eT=1+ZZf (4.16) 
T 

For the purposes of my work, I will use the Schoenberg approach and `insert' the 

fractures into the Nelson and Rotliegend sandstones of the previous example, assuming 

weak anisotropy: 

_0 Z" 
(ý + 2µ)nM,, (1-71 ) 

(4.17) 

and 

r 4q 
ZT 

praqs, (3 - 217s., ) 
(4.18) 

where llsar can be expressed as rjv- or 77g in terms of fluid and matrix densities and 

velocities. 

77f = Pf VPf / PVP 4.19) 

and for gas it reads as: 

l7e = V2 I V2 (4.20) 
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where Vp and Vs are matrix P- and S-wave velocities respectively; and Vpf denotes the 

P-wave velocity of the fluid. 

Inserting these compliances into the equations of Schoenberg and Sayers (1995) 

evaluates the HTI anisotropy for aligned vertical fractures. Moreover, fluid exchange 

between the fractures and the matrix at seismic frequencies is considered by making use 

of Cardona (2002): 

Z, (1-xf) 

ZSat = 
Kg 

(4.21) 
1-Kf +Kf ZN 

Kg Oc 

This relation is used here for fluid substitution, for ease of use with the compliance- 

based terms. These terms reduce ZfN, but leave ZfT untouched. Again, the fluid is a gas, 

live oil and brine. Following MacBeth (2002), alternatively, the elastic stiffness matrix 

of a fractured rock can be found, and can be inputted into the following relations to 

compute the fracture-induced anisotropy. 

E_ -277 set (1- 7Isat) (4.22) 
1 

+1 
+p)Zsat N 

1-277s,,, 1 
(4.23) 8= -2rlsý 1+1 

+ ju)zsat 
+1 

pZT8+ 
1 

and 
1 

y=-1 (4.24) 
2(, 

u ZTef 
+ 1) 

4.3 Calculating the Fracture-Induced Anisotropy 

In this section I will compute the fracture-induced anisotropy of the Nelson and 

Rotliegend sandstones and compare it with the results achieved from stress-induced 

anisotropy of the same reservoirs. Fracture-induced anisotropy is parameterized 

following the methodology presented in the preceding sections. Both reservoir-rock 

properties are derived from Tables 3.1 and 3.2. A maximum of 1.5% fracture (crack) 
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porosity is assumed in both reservoirs in order to determine the fracture-induced 

anisotropy. A similar faulting system (strike-slip) is adopted in computing stress-induced 

anisotropy, utilizing a corresponding pressure regime in each reservoir. The results are 

again evaluated numerically and compared directly with the stress-induced anisotropy. 

Figures 4.1-4.3 show fracture-induced anisotropy for Nelson sand and Rotliegend sand, 

for gas-, oil- and brine-saturated cases. They are plotted with the fracture porosity scaled 

to the maximum expected value (1.5%) in the subsurface. Thomsen parameters are again 

evaluated. Unlike the stress-induced anisotropy, the fast velocity direction is now 

parallel to the fracture strike (and hence perpendicular to the symmetry axis). 

Based on these results, the fracture-induced anisotropy behaves almost linearly with 

fracture porosity. The anisotropies are generally much smaller than those predicted by 

the stress-induced anisotropy, and this reduces further when a stiff saturating fluid is 

present. Anisotropy is higher when the contrast between the fracture and matrix stiffness 

is highest, and thus the Rotliegend sands give a higher fracture-induced anisotropy than 

the Nelson sands. However it appears that E and 8 do have different behaviours than for 

stress-induced anisotropy, which could be possible distinguishing parameters. 

Figure 4.1 illustrates the ranges of fracture-induced anisotropy for Nelson sandstone 

(top) and Rotliegend sandstone (bottom). Here, both reservoir rocks are assumed to be 

gas-saturated. Rotliegend sands exhibit a high anisotropy (28%), and the Nelson sands 

reach a maximum value of 17%. Note that the latter is not realistic as, in practice, it is 

actually an oil-sand, and the gas-saturated example is used here merely as a reference. 

The anisotropy parameter E of realistic gas-saturated Rotliegend sandstone increases 

almost linearly with fracture porosity from zero to approximately -20% Variation of 

shear-wave anisotropy ()) is exponential and equates to 28%; unlike e and y, S displays 

exponential changes with fracture porosity up to the middle of the curve. It is 8% when 

the porosity is 0.75%, and it shows little increase (it virtually plateaus) afterwards to the 

ultimate value of 11 % for 1.5% fracture porosity. 

When our sandstones are saturated with oil, this further decreases the normal compliance 

(ZN). The sands exhibit small and, at the same time, linear, fracture-induced anisotropies 

versus fracture porosity (Figure 4.2). Oil-saturated Nelson sandstone (shown in the 

upper part of Figure 4.2) cannot produce more than 3.5% anisotropy (E = -2%, y=- 

3.5% and 8= 3%). In the lower part of this figure, oil-saturated Rotliegend sand displays 
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linear trends for all anisotropy parameters, and meanwhile medium to small magnitudes. 

The next figure (Figure 4.3 - brine-saturated sands) supports the linearity of the 

variation in anisotropy with increase in fracture porosity in this modelling, depicting less 

than 2% for Nelson sand and 4% for Rotliegend sand. 
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Figure 4.1: Fracture-induced anisotropy of gas-saturated sandstones from the Nelson and the 

Rotliegend fields. 
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4.4 Distinguishing FIA from SIA 

4.4.1 Direct Indication through Magnitude 

In order to compare fracture-induced anisotropy with stress-induced anisotropy, gas-, 

oil- and brine-saturated cases from the Nelson Field and the Rotliegend Field are utilized 

again. Two sets of comparisons will be made, one on anisotropy parameters e and 8 for 

FIA versus SIA in each reservoir, and the other on anisotropy parameters S and y, in 

order to provide an indication to directly distinguish the two types of induced anisotropy. 

The latter will be covered as a separate subsection, due to its importance. 

Figure 4.4 illustrates the fracture-induced anisotropy (top) and stress-induced anisotropy 

(bottom) in the Nelson sand (parameters e and S only). Nelson sands are in the realistic 

conditions, with oil- and brine-saturated cases not exceeding 3.5% of the fracture- 

induced anisotropy, even for the maximum value of fracture porosity. Variations are 

small and linear. The results from the Nelson sandstone suggest that fracture-induced 

anisotropy might not indicate the oil-water contact, as its magnitudes for oil- and brine- 

saturated rocks are insignificant and close to one another. Unlike the case of fracture- 

induced anisotropy, the stress-induced anisotropy observed in the general range of 

excess uniaxial stress within the reservoirs is moderate and discernible (at and after 2 

MPa to the whole range of the reservoir pressure changes). The SIA parameter 6 equates 

to 8% for the oil-saturated case, compared to 4% for brine-saturated case, although e is 

not large; it is, however, separable for both fluid types. This figure, in addition, hints that 

the different signs of eand gin the studied anisotropy types may be a distinctive feature 

for distinguishing one type from the other. 

Figure 4.5 repeats the same comparison as in the last figure, but for the Rotliegend 

sandstone. The gas-saturated sand (as, in fact, the field is a gasfield), shows a large 

fracture-induced anisotropy (E = 20% and 8= 11 %), while the anisotropy values for the 

stress-induced case are an order lower - in the range of less than half a percent (E) to less 

than 2% (5). As displayed in the upper part of Figure 4.5, large values of FIA parameters 

e (3-20%) and S (3.5-11%), and also big differences between the gas-saturated 

Rotliegend sand (E = 20% and S= 11 %) in comparison with the rock while saturated 

with brine (E = 3% and S=3.5%), are promising for distinguishing gas from water 

saturations. The lower part of Figure 4.5 indicates that both brine-saturated (SIA 

parameters e0 and S less than 0.5%), and gas-saturated Rotliegend sand (SIA 

parameters E=0.5% and 8=1.5%) are almost stress-insensitive. As in MacBeth and 
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Lynn (2001), these sands represent two end-members: the Neslon sand is more affected 

by the unequal horizontal stresses, and the Rotliegend sand shows the presence of 

aligned fractures, although, in reality, the in situ conditions of each reservoir lie between 

the two extremes. Table 4.1 summarizes the observed induced anisotropies presented by 

MacBeth and Lynn (2001) - demonstrating that each reservoir may register one type of 

induced anisotropy or a combination of both. 

Table 4.1: Observation of one or two types of induced anisotropies in four different 

fields. (MacBeth and Lynn, 2001), 1. Lynn et al. (1999a); 2. Lynn et al. (1999b), 3. Grimm 

et al. (1999) and 4. Lynn et al. (1999c). 

Field Anisotropy type 

Rulison Field, Piceance Basin, Colorado SIA 

Bluebell Altamont Field, Uinta Basin, Utah2 FIA 

Wind River Basin, Wyoming3 FIA and SIA 

Gulf Coast, Onshore South Central Texas' I FIA and SIA 

The compressible and compliant reservoir Nelson shows higher SIA and little FIA, but 

the less-compliant reservoir Rotliegend displays large fracture-induced velocity 

anisotropy. The maximum anisotropy parameters observed in the comparison of FIA 

versus SIA in Nelson and Rotliegend sands have been tabulated in Table 4.2, illustrating 

moderate to large values of SIA for Nelson and a large magnitude of FIA for Rotliegend 

- the stronger the matrix, the smaller the SIA and the larger the FIA. 

Table 4.2: Maximum values of fracture-induced anisotropy (FIA) versus stress-induced 

anisotropy (SIA) for oil-saturated Nelson sand and gas-saturated Rotliegend sand. 

Rock Anisotropy type E (%) 8 (%) y (%) 

Oil-saturated Nelson sand FIA -2 3 -3.5 
SIA 2.5 -7.5 7.4 

Gas-saturated Rotliegend sand FIA -20 11 -28 
FS IA 0.5 -1.6 3.3 
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4.4.2 Shear-Wave Velocity Anisotropy as a Possible Indicator 

There are a number of papers in the literature that characterize shear-wave splitting as a 

diagnostic feature of shear-wave propagation through fractured reservoirs. Azimuthal 

anisotropy has been widely investigated, due to its effects on seismic waves propagating 

along different source-receiver azimuths. The variations that are often examined include 

reflectivity, travel time, phase, amplitude and, particularly in the case of shear waves, 

birefringence or shear-wave splitting (Liu and Crampin, 1990; Olofsson et al., 2003). 

Here I will examine the variations of shear-wave anisotropy, y, through usual way of 

computing its magnitude as a function of unequal horizontal stresses or fracture porosity. 

Anisotropy parameters 8 and y, from fracture-induced anisotropy and stress-induced 

anisotropy, are used in Figures 4.6 and 4.7 to illustrate once more that less stress- 

sensitive Rotliegend sand produces greater fracture-induced anisotropy. Table 4.3 shows 

the maximum values of parameter yfor different fluid saturants in the studied reservoir 

sands. 

Table 4.3: The anisotropy parameter y of both reservoirs decreases with fluid bulk modulus for 

fracture-induced anisotropy, but remains the same for stress-induced anisotropy. 

Rock Anisotropy 

type 

Anisotropy parameter y (%) 

Gas-saturated Oil-saturated Brine-saturated 

Oil-saturated FIA -18 -3 -1.5 
Nelson sand SIA 7.4 7.4 7.4 

Gas-saturated FIA -28 -7.5 -4 

Rotliegend sand SIA 3.3 3.3 3.3 

Here, the important result is that y decreases with fluid changes for fracture-induced 

anisotropy, but it follows the same trend for all fluid types for stress-induced anisotropy. 

This behaviour is observed in both sandstones, meaning that y or shear-wave velocity 

anisotropy can be used as a possible indicator to distinguish two types of induced 

anisotropies. 
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4.4.3 Indirect Indication through Reflectivity, A VO and A VAZ 

In this section, near-offset and far-offset compressional- and shear-wave reflectivities for 

varying azimuth in the Top Nelson oil-sand and Nelson oil-water contact are illustrated 

and compared. Compressional-wave AVO attributes such as gradient and curvature 
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(Appendix 4) of the corresponding scenarios are also discussed. Figure 4.8 (top - for 

fracture-induced anisotropy, and bottom - for stress-induced anisotropy) displays 

variations of P-wave reflectivities of Top Nelson oil-sand in near offset (incidence 

angles from 5 to 10°) and far offset (incidence angles from 25 to 30°), in an azimuth 

range of between zero to 180°. Appendix 4 gives the equations of P-wave reflectivity 

and AVO attributes, and also the shear-wave reflectivity, which have been used in this 

section. As displayed in Figure 4.8, the FIA case shows a decrease in P-wave 

reflectivity, from (absolute value) 0.14 at zero azimuth to around (absolute value) 0.13 at 

an azimuth of 90°, while the SIA case shows an increase from 0.10 at zero azimuth to 

around 0.12 at an azimuth 90°. The overall variations are not large, and therefore the two 

studied cases are only different in the direction of the changes. 

The next two figures (Figures 4.9 and 4.10) show different trends in the fluctuations for 

AVO gradients and curvatures of the Top Nelson oil-sand for two anisotropy cases. 

These attributes can also distinguish between two types of anisotropy at the lower range 

of azimuth, with both values and directions of variations. In the study of fracture- 

induced anisotropy, the P-wave AVO gradient decreases from an initial absolute value 

of 13% for 0° of source-receiver azimuth, to around 8% for 90° azimuth and increases 

symmetrically to 13% for an azimuth of 180°. However, stress-induced anisotropy 

causes the rock to exhibit the variations in P-wave AVO gradient in the opposite 

direction, i. e. first an increase ranging from 1% to 8%, and then a decrease from 8% to 

1% (Figure 4.9). Such differing behaviour is also seen when studying the P-wave AVO 

curvature of FIA and SIA cases (Figure 4.10). 

Liu et al. (2002) gave a comprehensive discussion on the impact of stress and pore fluid 

on reflectivity, AVO and AVAZ in order to separate the effect of pressure and saturation 

by using converted wave data. 
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Figure 4.8: P-wave reflectivity of the Top Nelson oil-sand, using fracture-induced anisotropy 

(top), compared with stress-induced anisotropy (bottom). 
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Figure 4.9: A VO gradient of the Top Nelson oil-sand, using fracture-induced anisotropy (top), 

compared with stress-induced anisotropy (bottom). 
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P-wave reflectivity variations at the Nelson oil-water contact are studied in Figure 4.11. 

The overall variations look similar; however, an observable difference occurs at far- 

offset azimuths of zero to 30 degrees, where, in the case of stress-induced anisotropy, 

the reflectivity variations are more or less constant, while in the case of fracture-induced 

anisotropy they are declining. The AVO gradients of Nelson brine sand look similar and 

are in the same range for both cases of induced anisotropies. They are 0.013-0.047 for 

FIA and 0.013-0.042 for SIA, showing only a small difference at low azimuths only 

(Figure 4.12). 

Figure 4.13 shows that the AVO curvatures of studied cases of Nelson brine sand have 

different directions and values of variation; are distinguishable at a lower azimuth range; 

and are still within a small range of zero to 2.5%. To be exact, in FIA they are 0.022 at 

zero azimuth, zero at 53°, and 0.0125 at 90°; and 0.0025 at zero azimuth, 0.025 at 53° 

and 0.0125 at 90°in SIA, noticeable extreme values are those corresponding to zero and 

53° azimuths. 

Shear-wave reflectivity variations with incidence angle for the top Nelson oil-sand and 

at Nelson oil-water contact, for the cases of fracture-induced anisotropy and stress- 

induced anisotropy, are illustrated in Figures 4.14 and 4.15. In both figures, the isotropic 

behaviours of the reflectivities are also plotted as a reference. For the top Nelson oil- 

sand, the fracture-induced anisotropy shows smaller shear-wave reflectivities, while 

stress-induced anisotropy displays higher reflectivities (Figure 4.14). Figure 4.15 (top) 

shows that for the fracture-induced anisotropy case, the shear-wave reflectivities deviate 

from the isotropic response, due to different values of y for oil-sand and brine-sand, 

while the lower part of Figure 4.15 illustrates the exact trend of shear-wave reflectivity 

for stress-induced anisotropy and isotropic cases, because here the yfor both fluid types 

are of the same value. Hence, shear-wave velocity anisotropy, y, appears to contribute to 

distinguishing the cause of induced anisotropy. Table 4.4 gives the observed 

reflectivities at zero and 20° incidence angles. 



Table 4.4: Extreme values of shear-wave reflectivity variations for incidence angles of zero and 

20° in FIA and SIA cases, as compared with the corresponding isotropic response. 

Isotropic/Anisotropic Top Nelson Oil-sand Nelson Oil-Water Contact 

Isotropic (-0.027)-(-0.015) (-0.0051)-(-0.0058) 

FIA (-0.027)-(-0.0175) (-0.0051)-(-0.0046) 

SIA (-0.027)--(-0.011) (-0.0051)-(-0.0058) 

Recalling Thomsen's anisotropy parameters for a VTI medium: 

e_CII-C33 (4.25) 
2C33 

S_ 
(C13 +C55)2 - 

(C33 
-C55)2 

(4.26) 
2C33 (C33 - 

C55 ) 

Y= 
C66 -C55 (4.27) 

2C55 

and their counterparts for HTI media given by Rüger (1998): 

EHTI =-f VTI (4.28) 
1+ 2EVTI 

l 

SHTI = 
VVTI - 

2eVTI (1 + 6VTI / 
�) (4.29) 

(1 + 22EVTJ)(1 + 2EVT11 f) 

_ 
YvTI 

YHTI -- (4.30) 
1+ 2YVTI 

where f is a function of compressional-wave velocity Vp and shear-wave velocity VS, as: 

f =1-(VS/VP)Z (4.31) 

compared to the anisotropy parameters of FIA; from Equations 4.22 to 4.24 presented by 

MacBeth (2004), we can see that these two types of induced anisotropies are different, 

but we cannot rely on such a level of contrast in order to distinguish one type from the 

other, and we should instead examine a number of seismic attributes, such as normal 

move-out, AVO gradient and curvature. The impacts of stress-induced anisotropy and 

fracture-induced anisotropy on some AVO attributes are illustrated in Figures 4.11 to 

4.15. 
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Figure 4.11: P-wave reflectivity of the Nelson oil-water contact, using fracture-induced 

anisotropy (top), compared with stress-induced anisotropy (bottom). 
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Figure 4.12: A VO gradient of Nelson oil-water contact, usingfracture-induced anisotropy (top), 

compared with stress-induced anisotropy (bottom). 
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Fracture-Induced Anisotropy - Nelson Oil-Water Contact 
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Figure 4.15: S-wave reflectivity of the Nelson oil-water contact, using fracture-induced 

anisotropy (top), compared with stress-induced anisotropy (bottom). 
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4.5 Summary 

I have presented the distinction between fracture-induced anisotropy and stress-induced 

anisotropy, by directly comparing their computed magnitudes and behaviours, and also 

indirectly through their effects on some seismic attributes. Thomsen's type anisotropy 

parameters, c, ä and y, of stress-sensitive Nelson oil-sand vary exponentially with excess 

uniaxial stress, with moderate to large magnitudes in the case of stress-induced 

anisotropy. On the contrary, in the case of fracture-induced anisotropy, variations are 

small and almost linear with fracture porosity. Less-compliant Rotliegend gas-sands 

exhibit negligible stress-induced anisotropy, but a high fracture-induced anisotropy. 

Besides the different magnitudes, SIA and FIA appear with opposite trends of behaviour. 

The most prominent varying parameter is shear-wave velocity anisotropy, y, which 

within the framework and by using the relations presented in this chapter, decreases with 

fluid substitution as gas is replaced with oil or brine in the reservoir rocks in FIA, while 

it is of equal magnitude and variations in SIA. Therefore an analysis of the azimuthal 

anisotropy of shear-wave velocity can indicate the source of the anisotropic behaviour of 

hydrocarbon reservoirs. It was also shown that fracture-induced anisotropy might 

indicate the oil-water contact, whereas stress-induced anisotropy cannot do so due to 

different OWC responses. As another attempt, the maximum probable FIA and SIA 

anisotropy were inputted into reflectivity, AVO and AVAZ modelling scenarios, in 

order to investigate the effects of both anisotropy types on seismic attributes, which 

resulted in different and distinctive behaviours of the studied attributes. Therefore these 

two types of induced anisotropies in reservoirs can be distinguished from one another by 

closer examination of anisotropy parameters, particularly y (shear-wave anisotropy) and 

also their impacts on seismic attributes, combined with an adequate understanding of the 

fields' stress regimes and structural setting. This is supported by previous work 

conducted by Lynn et al. (1999a, b), Grimm et al. (1999), and Lynn et al. (1999c) on 

real data. This type of application of shear-wave azimuthal anisotropy has been 

documented by Bruno and Winterstein (1994) and Olofsson et al. (2003) through S- 

wave polarization indicating the orientation of maximum horizontal stress and fracture 

apertures. 
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Chapter 5 

Implications of Stress-Induced Anisotropy for Time-Lapse Seismic 

5.1 Introduction 

As we saw in previous chapters, the stress-induced anisotropy may be important for 

investigating different seismic attributes, so here I intend to examine its influence on 4D 

signature. In Section 5.2 I will present a short review of time-lapse seismic monitoring 

as a tool to assist in reservoir management, although its applications are not restricted to 

reservoir management. In the same section, the success and credibility of time-lapse 

studies are also discussed and linked to the basic assumption of isotropy, which in turn 

creates an opportunity to link the topic to variations of seismic amplitude with 

parameters like offset - the distance between seismic source and receivers, and azimuth 

- the orientation of the source-receiver line relative to north. In Section 5.3 I will model 

the time-lapse response of the Nelson Field in isotropic and anisotropic scenarios. It is 

predicted that stress-induced anisotropy is likely to have a moderate to large impact on 

the interpretation of 4D seismic signatures. The effect is most obvious when base and 

repeat surveys are shot along different azimuths, but it can also be important in surveys 

shot along similar azimuths. The stress-induced anisotropy effects equate to a very large 

error in estimating pressure from the top reservoir event in the Palaeocene sands of the 

Nelson Field and an OWC movement uncertainty of 18 ft. 
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5.2 Time-Lapse Seismic and Assumption of Isotropy 

Anisotropy of seismic-wave velocities has found recognition in the oil industry. 

However, it would be anomalous to have velocity isotropy in rock formations. In some 

reservoirs, the magnitude of the observed anisotropy is low, and consequently its 

contribution to seismic studies is considered to be negligible. On the contrary, in certain 

reservoirs the impact of velocity anisotropy is so huge that by only taking it into account 

can one avoid imaging problems, misties, vertical errors, etc. Detecting velocity 

anisotropy in rocks benefits virtually all of the key stages of a conventional seismic 

study: such as velocity analysis, normal move-out, dip move-out, stacking and 

time/depth migration. Many attribute analyses, such as amplitude variations with offset 

and azimuth, are also affected by velocity anisotropy, and hence the corresponding 

corrections will result in a remarkable improvement in the end product. 

Many of the time-lapse examples to date (with the exception of the Colorado School of 

Mines' Reservoir Characterization Group) have worked without anisotropy. Among 

those who have not considered velocity anisotropy in their time-lapse studies are: Boyd- 

Gorst et al. (2001), Hansen et al. (2001), Davis et al. (2002), MacBeth et al. (2002) and 

McInally et al. (2003). But from those who have, I can mention the following: Duranti 

(2001) utilized shear-wave birefringence (splitting) and the corresponding azimuthal 

anisotropy in a time-lapse seismic study to map the dynamic changes resulting from CO2 

injection into porous and fractured dolomites of the Andres reservoir in the Vacuum 

Field, New Mexico, USA. Angerer et al. (2002) analysed two 4D, 3C onshore surveys of 

the same reservoir. Cabrera and Davis (2002) employed the 4D signature of shear-wave 

anisotropy for dynamic characterization of the San Andres carbonate reservoir. 

First I will investigate AVO/AVAZ in the presence of azimuthal anisotropy induced by 

differential horizontal stresses illustrating how different the isotropic and anisotropic 

reflectivities will be. Next I will study the anticipated 4D signatures for two scenarios of 

isotropy and anisotropy of seismic-wave velocities. It is illustrated that, for a number of 

reservoirs, relying on the quantitative time-lapse results brought about by utilizing 

velocity isotropy is likely to carry a high risk of uncertainty. Anisotropic corrections in 

such circumstances resolve many intermediate ambiguities and enhance the final 

accuracy of time-lapse predictions. 

Subtracting at least two 3D seismic surveys one from the other, the first one (the legacy 

or base survey) and the second one (the repeat or monitor survey) shot within several 
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years of reservoir activity, form a four-dimensional or time-lapse seismic analysis. The 

subject of study can be conventional seismic, VSP, converted mode waves, shear waves 

or varieties of seismic attributes. Further details on time-lapse seismic can be found in 

Jack (1998) and Tura and Lumley (1999). 

Like other scientific techniques, time-lapse seismic is established upon some principles 

and assumptions. The more strict and realistic these are, the more reliable the time-lapse 

technique can be. Therefore, in order to increase the success rate and credibility of time- 

lapse studies, one should consider the assumptions upon which such studies are 

constructed. Among a few assumptions, I will discuss the isotropy of rock properties, 

and I will demonstrate a second scenario when this assumption is violated. In 

conventional seismic, where the compressional wave is our probe into the reservoir, the 

rock formations are assumed to behave isotropically, i. e. the propagated seismic wave 

travels with the same velocity in all directions. Time-lapse analyses will be close to 

complete once all corrections relating to velocity anisotropy are applied to the data. 

After a brief introduction to the Nelson Field, its 4D signature with and without the 

isotropic assumption of seismic-wave velocities is investigated in adequate detail, 

revealing an error estimate while relying on the isotropic time-lapse technique which is 

currently common practice in the industry. 

5.3 Modelling the Nelson 4D Response 

5.3.1 The Reservoir Geology and Geophysics 

The Nelson Field was discovered in 1988, following exploration activity for over two 

decades in the Central North Sea. The field is located 180 km east of Aberdeen. It lies 

under approximately 85 m of water in Blocks 22/11,22/6a, 22/7 and 22/12a, in the 

vicinity of the Forties, Montrose and Arbroath Fields belonging to the same reservoir 

(Whyatt et al., 1992. It is a Palaeocene anticline situated on the Forties-Montrose High. 

The Forties Sandstone Member containing this field belongs to the Sele Formation. 

Figure 5.1 shows a location map for the field. As Figure 5.1 illustrates, the Nelson Field 

is made up of four turbidite sand channels deposited at an approximate depth of 2195 m 

TVDSS (true vertical depth subsea). Production in this field started in 1994, at an initial 

rate of 60,000 barrels per day (according to the International Energy Agency Report of 

March 1994). The porosity of the reservoir rocks is around 23%, containing 270' of light 
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oil with 38° API. The permeability is in the range 50-1000 mD, and the reservoir 

temperature is about 107 °C. 
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Figure 5.1: Location map of the Nelson Field (Whyatt et al., 1992). 

The reservoir and fluid properties of the field are tabulated in Table 5.1. The first 3D 

survey was conducted in 1990, and a repeat survey was shot after three and a half years 

of production in 1997. Another 3D dataset was also acquired in the year 2000. The 

quality of seismic data is good, making Nelson a typical field for time-lapse studies. The 

first 3D seismic surveys were shot in the North Sea, and the first time-lapse studies were 

conducted in the Nelson Field. Figure 5.2 shows a 4D example from the field. 
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Table 5.1: Specifications of the Nelson Field, including reservoir-rock and fluid properties and 

seismic data vintages. 

Forties Sandstone Fluids 

23% Average Porosity 550 scf/stb Initial GOR 

50-1000 mD Permeability Initial Pressure 3343 psi 
S,, = 0.66, Sp = 0.66 Bubble Pressure 1700 psi 
PK = 960 psi, PN = 1041 psi Brine Salinity 100,000 ppm 
Khgh = 8.70 GPa API = 38° 

Phigh = 7.61 GPa T= 107 °C 

Reservoir Seismic Specifications 

Top Reservoir: 7200 ft TVDSS 30 Hz Peak Frequency 

270 ft Oil Column Surveys: 1990,1997,2000 

Swc = 20%, SOR = 15-25% Offset Range: 0-8000 ft 

Figure 5.2: The Top Forties 4D response from far-offset stack results from 1990 to 1997 

(MacBeth et al., 2002). 

Boyd-Gorst et al. (2001) indicated that it is difficult to detect production changes due to 

water replacing oil, for P-wave impedance variations less than 4% -- implying 

limitations in estimating oil-water contact. MacBeth et al. (2002) emphasized that inter- 
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channel regions of the field filled with low net-to-gross sands reduce the resolution of 

the time-lapse signature. Here the fluid movement is not certain, and the predicted oil- 

water contact may be erroneous. The other problem that Nelson Field poses is the 

imperfect repeatability of some areas of the reservoir, which result in a high level of 

registration noise. The same type of noise is seen in the undershot peripheral zone 

(Figure 5.3). 



Nelson Field - Western Channel 

Figure 5.3: Maximum production change (yellow) indicated by far-offset difference data. The 

orange contour shows the anticipated OWC movement by flow simulation. The undershot area 

(to the west) is considered to be noisy (Boyd-Gorst et al., 2001). 

5.3.2 Calculation of the Seismic Response 

As mentioned in the previous section, the data acquired from the reservoir is of good 

quality, producing good AVO and 4D results; therefore, in this section I will try to 

investigate the isotropic AVO response of the reservoir, and also its anisotropic AVO 

and AVOAZ responses. In order to do this, the following model (Figure 5.4) is 
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considered. Inputting dry-frame rock properties into the Batzle and Wang (1992) 

relations, one can find those for the fluid-saturated rocks shown in Figure 5.4. As can be 

seen in the figure, there is a 23-m movement of the oil-water contact after three years of 

production. Due to the pressure depletion in the model, and also by using other 

parameters like initial saturated-rock velocities and density, the stress-induced 

anisotropy of seismic-wave velocities is parameterized for two scenarios: under the 

initial conditions of the reservoir (or pre-production), and under the final conditions of 

the reservoir (or post-production), akin to a setting utilized in Chapter 3. 

The results are shown in Figures 5.5 and 5.6. Each figure contains both scenarios for one 

fluid type; for example, Figure 5.5 illustrates the anisotropy parameters of oil-saturated 

Nelson sandstone under the initial conditions of the reservoir (top), and under the final 

conditions of the reservoir (bottom). Under pre-production conditions, when the pore 

pressure was 23 MPa, for a range of 0-22.4 MPa of excess uniaxial stress, the 

magnitudes of anisotropy parameters increased exponentially with stress. Here e 

increased from zero in equilibrium, to 2.4% under maximum uniaxial stress. Parameter S 

varies from zero to -7%, showing an increase in the magnitude with stress in the 

opposite direction of e, and, finally, yincreases with stress from zero to 6.8%. Although 

these ranges of stress-induced anisotropy may be considered low to medium, in the next 

part of the figure - after three years of production and 7 MPa of pore-pressure depletion 

and hence increase of effective stress - for the same range of excess uniaxial stress, the 

maximum values of anisotropy parameters are 3% (e - showing a small increase), -11% 

(8 - showing a big increase) and 6.5% (y- showing a very small and so negligible 

decrease). The general trend of increase of anisotropy parameters with excess uniaxial 

stress in both scenarios, entailing pore-pressure depletion or effective stress increase is, 

to a great degree, intuitively consistent with the increase in the saturated rock bulk 

modulus leading to an increase in seismic-wave velocities. 

Based on the same circumstances, and again for a similar range of excess unaxial stress, 

brine-saturated Nelson sandstone under a pre-production scenario displays a higher 

(compared to the oil-saturated case) value for maximum E (3%), a lower value for 

maximum S(-5%) and an almost equal value for maximum y(6.8%). 
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Selo Shale 

Vp = 3.35 km/s, 
Vs =1.55kmis, p=2.5g/cm3 

2195 m 
Oil Sand 

Vp = 3.119 km/s, Vp = 3.106 km/s, 

Vs = 1.857 km/s, Pp=16MPa 

p=2.204 g/cm3, API = 38', 

T= 107 'C, Pp = 23 MPa MOWC 
2254 m OOWC 

2277 m 

Water Sand 

Vp = 3.286 km/s, 
Vs = 1.837 km/s, Vp = 3.262 km/s 

p=2.252 g/cm3 

Figure 5.4: The Nelson reservoir model, comprising oil-sand and water-sand interfaces overlain 

by the Sele shale. The isotropic velocities of these saturated sandstones shown here are used to 

assign the background properties for the anisotropy calculation. 
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(bottom). Due to pressure depletion, the anisotropy parameter S shows a large increase. 
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When variation of azimuth is also taken into account, as seismic surveys can be shot in 

different azimuths or arbitrary azimuths other than the symmetry-axis direction of the 

field, the P-wave reflection coefficient is defined as a function of the incidence angle 0 

and azimuth 0, as follows: 

RP(eýý) -I 
AZ 1 OVp 

_ 
2Vs Z OG 

+ O8+2 
2VS 

ýy cosZ ý sin2 0 
2Z2 VP VP G VP 

(5.1) 

ý 

VVP 
+AcCOS40+08sin2Ocos20 

]sin2 
Otan 20 

P 

where Vp is compressional-wave velocity, Vs is shear-wave velocity, d indicates the 

difference between the properties of the upper and lower layers (for example AVp = VP2 - 

Vp1) and the super-score shows the average of a property (for example, Vp = (VP2 + 

Vp1)/2). The compressional-wave impedance is denoted by Z= pVp; G= pVs2 is vertical 

shear modulus; and E, b and y are the anisotropy parameters of the medium. The above 

relation is limited to weak HTI anisotropy, small contrasts in elastic parameters and 

velocities. The relation gives the isotropic response when anisotropy parameters are 

assumed to be null. A more detailed treatment of isotropic and anisotropic AVO is given 

in Appendix 4. 

Using Shuey's approximation to the AVO relation (Appendix 4), the reflectivity of the 

first interface (shale to oil-sand) is calculated for the years 1990 and 1997. For 

calculating the reflectivity in anisotropic case, Rüger's approximation (Equation 5.1) and 

values of anisotropy parameters computed in previous sections are used, and the results 

are plotted in Figure 5.7. The figure illustrates the variations of reflectivity with an 

azimuth range of zero to 180°, for near offset (incidence angle = 10°) and far offset 

(incidence angle = 30°). Figure 5.7 (top) shows the isotropic and anisotropic variations 

of the reflectivities of the shale/oil-sand interface before production (1990) and after 

production (1997). Similarly, the reflectivity variations of the oil-water contact are 

illustrated in the lower section of the figure. In isotropic cases, the computed 

reflectivities of each incidence angle (for instance 30°), are the same for the whole range 

of azimuths, while, in anisotropic cases, they vary with azimuth. The maximum 

differences between isotropic and anisotropic reflectivities are seen at an azimuth of 

zero. At an azimuth of 90°, the isotropic and anisotropic results are equal. The same 

pattern occurs for an incidence angle of 100, but with less magnitude of variations. 
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In the next step, synthetic seismograms are generated by convolving reflectivity series 

with a 35 Hz zero-phase Ricker wavelet, at azimuths of zero and 90° for both cases in 

1990 and 1997. For an azimuth of 0° there is a slight difference between isotropic and 

anisotropic AVAZ responses at the first interface in near-offset stack. In far-offset stack, 

the isotropic response is stronger than the anisotropic one. At the oil-water contact, for 

the far offset, the anisotropic case shows larger amplitude than the isotropic one (Figure 

5.8). As the reflectivity at an azimuth of 90° in the anisotropic case is equal to that of 

isotropic case, the seismograms thus generated are identical (Figure 5.9). 

Figure 5.10 compares the isotropic time-lapse results with those for the anisotropic case. 

Considering the first interface (shale/oil-sand) a slight 4D signal can be observed for far- 

offset stack, while time-lapse computed upon anisotropic assumptions produces an 

observable 4D signal in the middle-offset stack and a very good signal in the far-offset 

stack. The lower parts of Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11 show the results of anisotropic 

time-lapse analysis for different azimuths. 
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Figure 5.7: Variations in reflectivities for the first interface (shale%oil-sand) (top), and the 

second interface (oil-sand/water-sand) (bottom): isotropic versus anisotropic approaches in 

1990 and 1997 for near offset (incidence angle = 10°) and far offset (incidence angle = 30°). 
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Figure 5.8: For an azimuth of 0° there is a slight difference between the isotropic and 

anisotropic A VAZ responses at the first interface in the near-offset stack. In the far-offset stack, 

the isotropic response is stronger than the ansiotropic one. At the oil-water contact, for the far 

offset, the anisotropic case shows a larger amplitude than the isotropic one. 
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Figure 5.9. " As the reflectivity for azimuth 90° in the anisotropic case is equal to that of the 

isotropic case, the seismograms generated are identical. 
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Figure 5.10: Results of isotropic (top) compared to anisotropic (bottom) scenarios. The 4D 

signal of the top reservoir is very good in far-offset stack and observable in the middle-offset 

stack of anisotropic case, but the isotropic case shows a weak signal in far-offset stack only. 
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Figure 5.11: Different azimuths, producing varying 4D signature: comparison between azimuths 

0/45 (top) and azimuth 0 (bottom). 
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5.4 Discussion 

The largest impact of the above effect (the effect of SIA on 4D signature) is due to 

differences between survey directions. A common situation for 4D projects in mature 

fields is that the legacy data are shot in a different direction to the subsequently repeated 
datasets. To remedy this situation and to extract the highest fidelity 4D signature 

possible, it is usual for one of these datasets to be rotated prior to the cross-equalization 

stage, so that the subsurface grid geometries match and are aligned. The assumptions 

behind this process may be in error in the presence of significant differential stress at the 

reservoir level, as in this case the seismic registers a signature even when there are no 

production- or IOR-induced changes. Figures 5.10 and 5.11 show the synthetic limited- 

offset stack response for various source-receiver azimuths relative to the maximum 

horizontal stress for the model in Figure 5.4. The reservoir pressure (23 MPa to 16 MPa) 

and overburden stress (56 MPa) considered are typical of the Nelson Field. According to 

the theory, a maximum change in the reflected amplitude is expected at the largest offset 
(2052 m), when base and repeat surveys are orthogonal (see Figure 5.10 (bottom)). In 

contrast, near offsets of 385 m exhibit smaller changes. For the top reservoir event, the 

anisotropy-induced changes represent a large (30%+, corresponding to the average value 

of anisotropy parametres) deviation from the isotropic reference state. For this particular 

reservoir, these `errors' render pressure measurement completely uncertain using this 

particular interface. For the deeper signature of OWC movement, this effect on 

amplitude is 10 to 20%, and is equivalent in absolute terms to a sweep uncertainty of 18 

ft. 

Another significant, but less obvious, effect occurs with changes in fluid pressure (and 

hence co). In this case, the magnitude of the seismic anisotropy will vary dynamically. 

For the Nelson Field, this is predicted to be as much as 22% corresponding to the 

average value of anisotropy parametres. Depending on the azimuth of the surveys, these 

differences could have a strong impact on the quantitative evaluation of pressure- and 

saturation-changes using near- and far-offset stacked data (Landre 2001). For the 

particular example in Figures 5.10 and 5.11, the ratio of near offsets to far offsets varies 

from 1: 1 (1990) and 1: 1.13 (1997) at common survey azimuths of 0°, to 1: 1.2 (1990) and 

1: 1.5 (1997) when they are orthogonal to the x, direction. 

Unequal horizontal stresses could produce considerable azimuthal anisotropy in 

sandstones. This is concluded from numerical calculations based on laboratory 
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measurements and theory. This stress-induced anisotropy is predicted to be moderate to 

large in magnitude, with reservoirs subject to a stress ratio QH/o, of up to 1.7, giving rise 

to as much as 8% anisotropy, although this will depend on the stress-sensitivity and 

hence the depositional environment. This phenomenon affects our desire to accurately 

evaluate the variations in reservoir fluid pressure and saturation. Seismic anisotropy 

therefore cannot, in general, be ignored, as it gives an error similar to that expected from 

the 4D signature -- an effect that is caused by fluid displacement or pressure depletion. 

The exact magnitude of this effect will, of course, depend on the stress state of the 

surrounding rocks, and thus the reflection coefficients calculated here for an HTI 

reservoir represent a rough upper limit estimate (in theory, if the overburden is subject to 

a QH orthogonal to that in the reservoir, then it could produce a larger error). If 

laboratory measurements are proven to overestimate stress sensitivity, then our results 

will have a proportionately reduced impact. 



5.5 Summary 

The reliability of time-lapse seismic was tested in the presence of velocity anisotropy in 

the reservoir formations. It is noted that virtually all of the conducted 4D analyses are 
based on an assumption of isotropic velocities. In order to enhance the success rate, and 

consequently the reliability of the time-lapse technique, velocity anisotropy is taken into 

account. To illustrate the difference which this approach will make, I have investigated 

the variations of seismic-wave amplitudes with offset in an isotropic medium, and those 

with offset and azimuth in an anisotropic medium. Both media were subjected to pore- 

pressure depletion due to oil production, and, in a similar setting to Chapter 3 (different 

horizontal stresses), the corresponding stress-induced anisotropies, reflectivities, AVO 

and AVAZ and 4D signatures were computed and compared. It was shown and 

concluded that the azimuthal anisotropy of seismic waves can have a huge effect on the 

time-lapse analysis. The study estimates an important uncertainty of OWC movement - 
caused by reservoir production changes. This uncertainty can be avoided by detecting 

azimuthal anisotropy in the reservoir rocks and then applying the corresponding 

corrections. 
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Chapter 6 

Stress Fields and Resultant Seismic Response of Geomechanical 

Compaction 

6.1 Introduction 

In this chapter I will modify a zero-offset two-way travel-time method for estimating the 

geomechanical compaction of reservoirs, and will extend it to non-zero offset. 

Furthermore, I will include the impact of stress-induced velocity anisotropy on the 

method, and will demonstrate the resulting improvement to the estimation of 

compaction. In order to capture the importance of this issue, a brief overview is given of 

geomechanical deformation in hydrocarbon reservoirs and the types of the resulting rock 

deformations. An example of compaction is also analysed and modelled. Two main 

categories of problems have been documented in offshore reservoirs: sea-floor 

subsidence/compaction and sand production/well collapse. Compaction is known to 

occur in unconsolidated reservoir formations. A mechanism explains compaction as a 

product of a sequential process starting with major hydrocarbon extraction, hence 

causing a huge drop in fluid pressure that leads to the collapse of the reservoir rock 

matrix -a process that may decrease the reservoir thickness, porosity, permeability and 

ultimately lead to gradual compaction of the reservoir layers. Compaction can be 

devastating to a hydrocarbon field in many ways, and via many aspects. One positive 

impact of compaction on reservoir productivity has been documented when production 

is compaction drive, i. e. for a long time the overburden weight helps pump out the fluid. 

To a lesser extent, surface/sea-floor subsidence may occur as a result of compaction. 
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6.2 Importance of Geomechanical Issues to the Petroleum Industry 

The mechanical behaviour of reservoir rocks causes various mishaps via deformation, 

including compaction, ground surface subsidence and sea-floor subsidence, etc., which 

in turn may bring about various consequences, such as damage to urban and industrial 

installations, pipelines, etc., on the ground; or, in the ocean: well failure, platform 

sinking and production loss (for example, production of liquefied chalk instead of oil in 

the Valhall Field of the North Sea). Well-documented examples of compaction around 

the world are: Belridge, California; Wilmington, California; Lake Maracaibo, 

Venezuela; Ekofisk and Valhall in the North Sea; Magnolia, Gulf of Mexico; and 

Groningen in The Netherlands. Reservoir-rock deformation is of great interest to 

reservoir management, because of many aspects, including economic forecasting, 

development planning and reservoir engineering. A likely deformation problem in a 

producing reservoir - either onshore or offshore - requires a new production strategy, 

cost assessment, and consideration of personnel safety, environmental hazards, damage 

to installations, estimation of compaction and subsidence, etc. 

6.2.1 Deformation Caused by Pressure Change 

In a producing reservoir, pore pressure declines and, as a result, effective stress rises; 

this effect is thus translated into a large displacement (especially if the reservoir 

formations are weak) which is generally vertical. Jones et al. (1992) discuss several 

other situations that are outcomes of reservoir-rock deformation: `Reduction in well 

pressure also has a second serious effect on productivity. The fluid pressure in the well 

bore provides the horizontal component of stress in the immediate vicinity of a well 

perforation, so abrupt changes in pressure in the well-bore lead to abrupt changes in the 

horizontal components of stress in the adjacent rocks, causing localized increases in 

shear stress. Depending on the magnitude of this shear stress and the strength 

characteristics of the rock adjacent to the perforations, the rock may be so weakened as 

to fail by disaggregating, leading to excessive production of reservoir solids (rock 

fragments and mineral grains)'. 

6.2.2 Deformation Types 

As discussed in Geertsma (1973), compaction of reservoir formations or a reduction in 

their volume can be thought of as a decrease in the reservoir height, so it can be 

expressed as the vertical strain of the reservoir rocks. He expresses formation 

compaction as the vertical strain in the reservoir due to the reduction in its height. This 

reduction in height originates from a reduction in reservoir pressure, which he states as a 
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function of factors like the mobility, solubility, density and compressibility of the pore 

fluids and also the reservoir boundary conditions such as faults, edge or bottom water, 

etc. In addition, as reservoir compaction cannot be considered merely as a one- 

dimensional process - the contribution of lateral compliance of the formations in terms 

of an increase in the effective compressibility should be studied as well. Figure 6.1 

illustrates the influence of the lateral compliance of reservoir formations on their 

compaction. Figure 6.2 shows how fracture closure can add to initial compaction in a 

reservoir, and how the adjacent rocks accelerate compaction in a reservoir due to their 

lateral compliance. 

Compaction 

Extra compaction due to lateral extension 

r-- ------------------------------ I 

Lateral compliance 

Figure 6.1: The reservoir compacts as a direct result of an increase in its vertical effective stress 

(top); this amount of compaction in a compressible reservoir is likely to be topped up by an 

additional compaction due to lateral compliance of the reservoir rocks (bottom), (Jones et al., 

1992). 
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Figure 6.2. " Fracture closure can add to initial compaction in a reservoir too (upper pair), or 

adjacent rocks can accelerate compaction in a reservoir because of their lateral compliance 

(lower pair), (Jones et al., 1992). 

Not all compacting reservoirs cause surface or sea-floor subsidence, although subsidence 

is a consequence of reservoir compaction. The amount of such subsidence is 

proportional to the ratio of reservoir burial depth to its lateral extent. Geertsma (1973) 
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predicts an amount of subsidence equal to compaction for a reservoir at a depth of 1000 

metres; provided that the reservoir has a surface area of 50 km2 or more. Figure 6.3 

illustrates the relationship of subsidence to compaction and reservoir size and depth. 
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Figure 6.3: Subsidence to compaction ratio versus the ratio of reservoir depth to its radius (Xu, 

2002). 

6.3 A Review of Time-Lapse Methods for Estimating Compaction 

Most hydrocarbon reservoirs range in depth from several hundred metres to few 

thousand metres; the overburden weight is supported partially by the reservoir-rock 

matrix and partially by fluid pressure or pore pressure. As a large amount of 

hydrocarbons are extracted from the reservoir during a long period of production, the 

pore pressure is depleted, and the reservoir formations fail to tolerate the overburden 

load and deform. This amount of strain expressed as a variation of the reservoir 

thickness to its original thickness (dh/h) can give the magnitude of compaction. 

Different approaches have been used for estimating reservoir compaction, and I will 

summarize a few of these as follows. 
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Guilbot and Smith (2002) developed a method in which they constrained the commonly 

used depth conversion so that it could capture a time shift in the range of 12-16 ms in a 

time-lapse study of the Ekofisk Field between 1989 and 1999, and could compute 

reservoir compaction and sea-floor subsidence. The details can be found in Appendix 5. 

Hatchell et al. (2003) considered stress changes in a compacting reservoir, and computed 

the magnitude of compaction from the time shift in the two-way travel times of 4D 

studies. They took into account the stress relaxation above and below the compacting 

reservoir resulting from stress arching that translated into time delays in the time-lapse 

seismic, while the stress buildup on the sides of the reservoir was observed as a time 

pull-up. 

Landro and Stammeijer (2004) presented two separate methods: one based on near- 

offset and far-offset travel-time shifts from pre-stack data, and the other based on 

impedance changes and travel-time shifts from full stack data. Al-Naamani (2004) 

computed compaction in a reservoir model using zero-offset two-way travel time, which 

is followed and modified in this study and further extended to non-zero offset in order to 

investigate the effect of anisotropy on compaction estimation. 

6.3.1 Two-Way Travel-Time Method 

For a horizontal reservoir model (Figure 6.4) with initial thickness h1, compressional- 

wave velocity Vp1 and shear-wave velocity Vsi, the zero-offset P-wave two-way travel 

time is given by: 

zrPi -- 
2h' (6.1) VP, 

and, for converted shear waves: 

zPSI _1+1 (6.2) 
VPI Vsi 

Therefore, for the compacted reservoir model (Figure 6.4) after Ah of compaction, the 

two-way travel times for compressional- and shear-waves are: 

and 

ZPP2 2k (6.3) VP2 

I11 zPS2 = h2 -+- (6.4) 
VP2 Vs2 
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Figure 6.4: Horizontal reservoir model with properties before (left) and after (right) 

compaction. 

Subscript 1 denotes the reservoir properties before compaction, and subscript 2 denotes 

the same properties for post-compaction scenarios. Changes in the above-mentioned 

properties can be listed as follows: 

&h = h2 - h1 (6.5) 
A VP = VP2 

- 
VPl 

(6.6) 

A Vs '2- V51 (6.7) 

The relative change in the P-wave velocity can be expressed in the form of: 

DYP_rpp, 
1+ -1 (6.8) VPI ZPP2 

and the relative change in the ratio of compressional-wave velocity to shear-wave 

velocity hr = Vp'Vs, can also be approximated to the first order by: 

A7Jr 
_ 

GYP DYs 

)7. VP Ys 
(6.9) 

By combining Equations (6.9) and (6.10), one can write the relative change in the 

converted shear-wave velocity as: 

O VS 

_ 
rpp, 

1+ 
_: 

VSl ZPP2 'h 17rl 
(6.10) 

So, by using Equations (6.3), (6.5), (6.6) and (6.8), to the first order and, in terms of both 

waves' travel time, we will have: 
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2r 2 -TPP2 = 1+ 1- 
AVs 

2rPS1- zpP, hº VSI 
(6.11) 

Inputting Equations (6.9) and (6.11) into Equation (6.12) and solving for P-wave travel 

time only, reservoir compaction or change in the reservoir thickness can be expressed in 

the following form: 

rPP %r2 ZPPI 

, ý/! y 
ZPP2 'Irl ZPP2 

(6.12) L] 
ZPPI 12 

_2 
ZPPI 

ZPP2 Rrl ZPP2 

Similarly, solving a combination of Equations (6.9), (6.11) and (6.12) for the travel 

times of P- and S-waves leads to a more accurate estimation of reservoir compaction as 

follows: 

1Ir2 ZPPI 2eZPS 
- AZPP 

Ah =L 

AZPP 17rl 'rPP2 2ZPSl 
- ZPPI 

'h (6.13) 
27PP2 Ji rpp1 12 

-2 
ZPPI 

+1 
2A7PS 

- ArPP 

- 

AZPP 

ZPP2 1rl rPP2 2rPSl 
- rPPI TPP2 

By using the relation of non-zero-offset two-way travel time (for example for initial 

reservoir case with subscript 1, Equation 6.14) as in Tsvankin and Thomsen (1997) or 
Grechka and Tsvankin (1998) Equation 6.12 approximates reservoir compaction while 

considering the whole range of offsets. 

2k zxz 

VP2277x4 

ZPPI (x) _+-z (6.14) VPI VPI-NMO (2hI 2 
+ (xVP, 

_HOR 
) 

Where x is offset and NMO velocity is defined as: 
VPI-NMO = VPl 1+ 251 (6.15) 

Horizontal velocity reads: 
VPI-HOR = VPl 1 -+2q, (6.16) 

And NMO parametr is in form of. 

III=1+28, (6.17) 
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Here, in order to apply the two-way travel-time method and illustrate the improvement 

that it offers to the estimation of compaction, I will utilize a dataset; study its porosity 

decline with stress; derive its stress-sensitivity parameters (as discussed in Chapter 3); 

and analyse its velocity variation with stress. Then, by using such variations in a 

reservoir model, I will compute its compaction after 10 years of production. 

6.4 Laboratory Measurements on an Artificial Shaly Sand 

As described in Xu et al. (2002) and Al-Naamani (2004), a dataset derived from 

laboratory measurements (Yin, 1993), on artificial clay sand is utilized in this section. 

The sand sample is made up of 70% clean Ottawa sand and 30% pure kaolinite powder, 

with an overall weight of 100 grams. Yin (1993) measured the porosity and velocities of 

compressional- and shear-waves of the sand during loading and unloading cycles. Figure 

6.5 shows the loading and unloading trends for porosity variations of the sample. For 

example, during the loading process, the porosity of the sample decreases from 27% at 

10 MPa effective stress to slightly less than 14% at 50 MPa effective stress. 

Artificial Clay Sand 
28.0% 

Loading 

-- Unloading 

23.0% 

0 °- 18.0% 

13.0% 
10 20 30 40 50 

Effective Stress (MPa) 

Figure 6.5: Measured values of porosity at different effective stresses in loading and unloading 

cycles on artificial clay sand (Xu et al., 2002). 
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The corresponding velocity increase for compressional waves produces values of around 

1400 m/s to 2200 m/s, with the same effect, shear-wave velocity changes from an initial 

value of 800 m/s to 1100 m/s (Figure 6.6). As the unloading branch of the porosity 

changes of the sample with effective stress shows, there is a considerable irrecoverable 

porosity loss that can be partly the cause of a velocity drop observable in the unloading 

branches of both P- and S-waves. 
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Figure 6.6: Loading and unloading cycles of velocity variations for compressional waves (top) 

and shear waves (bottom) of an artificial sample (Xu, 2002). 
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Here I will follow the work of Al-Naamani (2004), in order to recover bulk and shear 

moduli, utilizing porosity-dependent density (a matrix density of 2600 kg/m3) and 
loading trends of compressional- and shear-wave velocities illustrated in Figure 6.6 and 

Equations 3.3 and 3.4. On the other hand, variations in porosity can be expressed as in 

the following exponential relationship: 

O(P) = O� + E0e "' (6.18) 

The corresponding fit parameters: ¢t, EO and PO to the above equation and those to 
Equations 3.3 and 3.4 are given in Table 6.1. 

Table 6.1: Fit parameters of the laboratory dataset to Equations 3.3,3.4 and 6.18. 

Bulk Modulus 

i 6.8 GPa 

pr 10 MPa 

SIC 0.8 

Shear Modulus 

µ- 3 GPa 

Pµ 17 MPa 

Sµ 0.64 

Porosity 

0.12% 

Po 20 MPa 

E# 0.24 

These parameters, along with the parameters shown in Table 6.2, will be used for 

estimating the compaction of an average point in the top reservoir of the model (Table 

6.2), in the next section. 

6.5 Modelling Examples 

Here, to clarify our idea of estimating compaction by using the travel-time method, and 

also to investigate the effect of seismic velocity anisotropy, some examples of modelling 

for two isotropic and anisotropic divisions are presented. 



6 . 5.1 Estimation of the Compaction for a Point in a Reservoir 

A) Isotropic Reservoir 

The model shown in Figure 6.4 is considered together with parameters derived from the 

previous section (Table 6.1). For a reservoir thickness of 120 metres, a 12-metre 

compaction (10%) is assigned. The rock is saturated with oil up to 85% and the water 

saturation is set to 15%. Porosity decline for a range of effective stress is displayed in 

Figure 6.7. The bulk and shear moduli of the reservoir model are obtained in the next 

step. Therefore, the velocities of compressional and shear waves for the dry-frame rock 

can be derived. By utilizing Gassmann's equations, corresponding values for oil- 

saturated rock are calculated. P-wave and S-wave velocities for dry-frame and oil- 

saturated rock are illustrated in Figures 6.8 and 6.9 respectively; both show an increase 

with effective stress. 

Table 6.2: Reservoir model thickness, oil saturation, water saturation and initial porosity. 

Model Parameters 

h 120 m 
So 85% 

S. 15% 

28% 

0.24 

0.21 

0 
L. 0 0 0.18 

0.15 
15 20 25 30 35 40 

Effective Stress (MPa) 

Figure 6.7: Porosity declines with effective stress as the rock matrix collapses and a decrease in 

volume occurs. 
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Figure 6.10 displays an approximately 24-ms decrease in two-way travel time for P- 

waves. These variations are next inputted to the methodology discussed in Section 6.3, 

in order to estimate the anticipated compaction of the model. 

By using the porosity method presented by Guilbot and Smith (2002) (Appendix 5), 

another compaction estimation is made for the model to be displayed as a reference 

along with the estimate obtained from the two-way travel-time method. Results and the 

assigned or true compaction are plotted in Figure 6.11. Both of the estimated compaction 

curves display a good match to the curve for true compaction. 

P-wave Velocity 
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Figure 6.8: Variation in the compressional-wave velocity for dry-frame rock and oil-saturated 

rock, versus the effective stress. 
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Figure 6.9: " Variation in the shear-wave velocity for a dry frame rock and an oil-saturated rock, 

versus the effective stress. 
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Figure 6.10: " The two-way travel time for the compressional wave declines with an increase in 

the reservoir's effective stress. 
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Figure 6.11: True or assigned compaction compared with the estimated compaction, using the 

two-way travel-time method and the porosity method as a reference. The reservoir is assumed to 

be isotropic. 
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B) Anisotropic Reservoir 

In a similar way to the case of the isotropic reservoir model, the compaction is estimated 

by assuming 10% stress-induced velocity anisotropy for the studied point in the top 

reservoir. The result is displayed in comparison to the true compaction in Figure 6.12. 

Including anisotropy further improves the estimate, showing a good fit to the true 

compaction for over 80% of the stress range (from 15 MPa to 36 MPa). The results 

derived in this subsection are given in Table 6.3. 

Anisotropic Reservoir 
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Effective Stress (MPa) 

Figure 6.12: True or assigned compaction compared with the estimated compaction, using the 

anisotropic two-way travel-time method. The anisotropic travel-time method shows a result that 

is very close to the true compaction for 80% of the studied stress range. 

Table 6.3: True compaction of the reservoir model, together with a set of compaction 

estimations. The estimation using the porosity method is mentioned here as a reference - by 

taking into account stress-induced anisotropy, the two-way travel-time method predicts a closer 

estimate to the maximum value of reservoir compaction. 

Reservoir Compaction Metres 

True 12 

Estimate Using the Porosity Method 11.4 

Estimate Using the TWT Method - Isotropic 11 

Estimate Using the TWT Method - Anisotropic 11.9 
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6.5.2 Estimation of the Compaction for the Whole Reservoir, Using Simulation 

Results 

A) Isotropic Scenario - Isotropic Overburden and Reservoir 

In this subsection, another set of modelling examples is presented, examples that have 

many parameters in common with those in the previous subsection. However, here the 

results of the reservoir model flow simulation are utilized in order to obtain a more 

realistic insight into compaction estimation. The studied model is a dome-shaped 

reservoir (Figure 6.13) constructed by using FloGrid in order to simulate the production 

of a considerable volume of oil (100,000 stb/day). The reservoir thickness is 120 metres, 

comprising 10 layers. The size of the model is 2400 metres by 2400 metres. Table 6.4 

shows the parameters of the reservoir model used as inputs to the simulator. The 

production rate of 20,000 stb/day for each well in a ten-year period, results in a large 

pore-pressure depletion. A maximum 10% compaction is assigned to the crest of the 

dome, and the compaction value downwards reduces to a minimum of zero at the edges 

of the model. Figure 6.14 illustrates the saturation and pressure changes of the simulated 

reservoir model for the beginning and at the end of aI 0-year production period. 

Table 6 4: Parameters used in reservoir -flow simulation. 

Thickness 120 m 

So 85% 

Sw 15% 

0 28% 

X=Y 2,400 m 

Z 120 m 

Number of Wells 5 

Production - Each 20,000 stb/day 

Depth 2,134 m (7,000 ft) 

Production Period 10 years 
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cels 

1 1068 2134 3301 4287 5334 6401 7457 8534 9800 10667 11 734 12800 13857 14033 16000 

Figure 6.13: Output of the reservoir flow simulation illustrating different layers and producing 

wells. 

As part of the flow simulation results, next the pressure and saturation values of each 

cell of the model can be fed into the petro-elastic model to obtain its velocity and 

density. Later, acoustic impedances and seismic reflectivities of P-wave can be 

computed by utilizing related formulae of, for example, Aki and Richards (1980). By 

convolving each reflectivity series with a 35-Hz zero-phase Ricker wavelet, a synthetic 

trace is generated. After repeating this process for all cells of the model, synthetic 

seismograms for the whole reservoir are made, so that, as in Figure 6.15, for example, 

the seismic section across the centre of the model can be displayed. Figure 6.15 

illustrates the seismic section of the P-wave for pre-production (top), with slightly higher 

amplitude compared to the seismic section of post-production scenario (bottom), the 

difference between the amplitudes can be seen in the automatic scales of the plots. 
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Year 1 Year 10 

Oil Saturation 

0.19962 

Year 1 

0.90059 

Year 10 

Pressure (psi) 

312.7 4162.8 

Figure 6.14: Outputs of reservoir flow simulation are illustrated as saturation (top) and 

pressure (bottom) changes for pre production (left) and post production (ri ght), depicting the 

observable decrease of oil saturation and the large pressure drop. 
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Figure 6.15: Synthetic sections for compressional waves using simulation results: before 

production (top) and after production (bottom). Scenario: isotropic overburden and reservoir. 
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Figure 6.16: True or assigned compaction (top) and estimated compaction using the two-way 

travel-time method - isotropic assumption (bottom). Scenario: isotropic overburden and 

reservoir. 
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B) Anisotropic Scenario -Isotropic Overburden and Anisotropic Reservoir 

To study the effect of seismic-wave velocity anisotropy on the estimation of compaction, 

a scenario is considered in which the overburden shale is isotropic but the reservoir has a 
10% velocity anisotropy with anisotropy parameters of E= 0.1,8= 0.1 and y= 0.1. 
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Figure 6.17: Synthetic sections for compressional waves, using simulation results - before 

production (top) and after production (bottom). Scenario: isotropic overburden and anisotropic 

reservoir. 
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Figure 6.18: True compaction (top) versus estimated compaction from the anisotropic two-way 

travel-time method (isotropic overburden and anisotropic reservoir). Scenario: isotropic 

overburden and anisotropic reservoir. 
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C) Anisotropic Scenario - Anisotropic Overburden and Reservoir 

For a scenario similar to that in the previous subsection, but now with anisotropic 

overburden shale with 15% anisotropy, another estimation of compaction is made based 

on the two-way travel times of pre-production and post-production cases shown in 

Figure 6.19. Figure 6.20 illustrates the true compaction and the estimated compaction for 

the anisotropic overburden and reservoir. Taking into account the effect of anisotropy 

improves the estimated result, although it overestimates the result, while it is still in an 

acceptable range. Figure 6.21 displays the true compaction and all three estimates of 

compaction, and depicts how much anisotropy may correct our estimation of the 

compaction of the studied model. A summary of the results of compaction estimations 

made using reservoir-flow simulation is given in Table 6.5. 
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Figure 6.19: Synthetic sections for compressional waves, using simulation results - before 

production (top) and after production (bottom). Scenario: anisotropic overburden and reservoir. 
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Figure 6.20: True compaction (top) versus compaction estimated from the anisotropic two-way 

travel-time method. Scenario: anisotropic overburden and reservoir. 
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Figure 6.21: Comparison of true compaction (top) with three different estimated compactions, 

isotropic overburden and reservoir (second from top), isotropic overburden and anisotropic 

reservoir (second from bottom) and anisotropic overburden and reservoir (bottom), illustrating 

results that are close to the true value of compaction. 

Table 6.5. This is similar to Table 6.4, but is taken from the reservoir flow simulation and with 

two scenarios of anisotropy: isotropic overburden and anisotropic reservoir; and anisotropic 

overburden and reservoir, compared with the isotropic response. Here the anisotropic scenarios 

also give better estimates of the reservoir compaction. 

Reservoir Compaction Metres 

True 12 

Estimate using the TWT method - isotropic overburden and reservoir 10 

Estimate using the TWT method - isotropic overburden and anisotropic 

reservoir 11 

Estimate using the TWT method - anisotropic overburden and reservoir 12.3 
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6.6 Summary 

I started this chapter with a brief look at reservoir deformation, its importance and types. 

Afterwards, I reviewed compaction and subsidence in more detail. A laboratory dataset 

was used to illustrate the decrease in porosity with hydrocarbon production from a 

reservoir; the result was later utilized as a basis to compute reservoir compaction. 

Several time-lapse methods for estimating compaction were mentioned, and the two-way 

travel-time method was modified and presented. In the modelling section, the 

compaction of a point in the top reservoir of a model was estimated as an average of the 

reservoir, using the travel-time method; it was also compared to the results from the 

porosity method. The impact of anisotropy was studied via another round of compaction 

estimation that further improved the quality of the isotropic estimate. To investigate a 

more realistic scenario, a dome-shaped reservoir was inputted into a reservoir-flow 

simulation, and the output was utilized to generate isotropic synthetic seismograms. 

Another compaction analysis was made, based on P-wave travel time computed from the 

synthetic sections of the isotropic case, which underestimated the value of compaction. 

Anisotropic synthetic seismograms were also generated in two scenarios: one scenario 

involving an isotropic overburden and an anisotropic reservoir, and the other with an 

anisotropic overburden and reservoir. Here again the estimates of compaction 

demonstrated improvements - now being closer to the true value of reservoir 

compaction. Considering the anisotropy of both the overburden and the reservoir, and 

hence taking its effect into account during the computation, appeared to correct the 

estimation of compaction. 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions 

7.1 Summary of the Findings 

To bring this thesis to a close, I will now briefly review the objectives of the study; 

seismic velocity anisotropy that is induced by either stress or fractures; and the most 

likely impacts on seismic studies, in order to assess how far my efforts have reached. 

Hence, the importance of stress to hydrocarbon reservoirs, and also the value that 

fractures add to reservoirs' productivity, was noted. Chapter 2 represented an attempt to 

refresh our ideas of the importance of stress and fractures to most aspects of reservoir 

management. It also introduced the topic of seismic-wave velocity anisotropy - 

including the necessary definitions and concepts, as well as providing a historical 

perspective of research into stress-induced anisotropy, followed by a description of 

fractures and fractured reservoirs and some of their important features, as well as the 

major effective medium and fracture theories. 

Calculation of Stress-Induced Anisotropy (SIA) in Sandstone 

In Chapter 3, a methodology was presented that could be used to compute the stress- 

induced anisotropy in sandstone reservoirs, utilizing both the published literature and the 

laboratory data. Based on the new findings, it was noted that a specific differential stress 

setting gave rise to a high induced anisotropy. Since including fluid saturation is more 

desirable and realistic with regard to reservoir studies, the induced anisotropy was 
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recomputed for different saturation scenarios, which had moderate to high magnitudes of 

anisotropy. At the end of the chapter, some exponential approximations were presented. 

These displayed a good fit to the computed anisotropy parameters. 

Calculation of Fracture-Induced Anisotropy (FIA), and Comparing it with SIA 

By using the same reservoirs as for Chapter 3, different cases of fracture-induced 

anisotropy were calculated - for dry-frame rocks, and rocks later saturated with gas, oil 

and brine. The fracture-induced anisotropy was observed to be high for less stress- 

sensitive reservoirs. In this study, the stress-sensitive reservoirs showed little fracture- 

induced anisotropy. The next challenge was to compare this type of anisotropy (FIA), 

with stress-induced anisotropy (SIA). It was observed that, in FIA, the parameter y 

decreases with fluid saturation from gas to oil and brine, as the fluid bulk modulus 

increases, whereas it is unchanged in SIA. This depicts that the analysis of shear-wave 

velocity anisotropy could have the potential to discriminate between the two types of 

anisotropy. Other anisotropy parameters, e and S exhibit different behaviours in 

different anisotropy types; they also add to the possibility of distinguishing one source of 
induced anisotropy from another. The modelling of a less stress-sensitive gas reservoir 

revealed that e and S increase almost linearly with fracture porosity, but that the growth 

of y is exponential - an effect which is also smoothed to linear in stress-sensitive oil 

reservoirs. The magnitudes of FIA parameters are less than 2% for the oil-water contact, 
implying that FIA may not be able to detect such an interface. However, they are 

adequate to distinguish gas from water, due to the large differences between the 

corresponding values. The SIA seemed to be dimming in the less stress-sensitive 

reservoirs, but was observable to strongly developed in the stress-sensitive reservoirs, 
for all gas-, oil- and brine-saturated sandstones. As was mentioned for SIA the parameter 

yincreases with pressure, but shows no variations with fluid change hinting once again 

that the anisotropy in shear waves can provide information on distinguishing the role of 

stress from that of fractures, and also on fluid and pressure studies. It was illustrated that 

SIA produces a greater magnitude of anisotropy, and therefore it was chosen for further 

investigation in Chapters 5 and 6. Using several displays, it was shown that the AVO 

and AVAZ attributes could also contribute to indirectly distinguishing the role of stress 

from that of fractures. 
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Effects of SIA on Time-Lapse Studies 

Chapter 5 gave a subtle comparison of the common industry approach to time-lapse 

seismic analyses i. e. based on the isotropic assumptions of the behaviour of reservoir 

formations versus their realistic anisotropic responses. As stress had earlier been shown 

to produce larger magnitudes of anisotropy, the corresponding procedure was utilized in 

both the initial case - or pre-production of an oil reservoir, and in the final case - or 

post-production. The SIA results of these scenarios were inputted into the modelling of 

compressional-wave reflectivity and synthetic seismograms. Variations of amplitude 

with offset and azimuth and 4D signatures were illustrated and interpreted. The results 

indicated the significance of including the effects of stress-induced anisotropy in such 

studies. An error in estimating the oil-water contact could be detected by taking the 

induced anisotropy into consideration. 

Effects of SIA on the Estimation of Geomechanical Compaction 

In Chapter 6, the stress-induced anisotropy was utilized for estimating reservoir 

compaction, after stressing the importance of geomechanical deformation to producing 

reservoirs, and reviewing the published methods of estimating compaction. The P-wave 

travel-time method was modified and illustrated in order to present an accurate estimate 

of compaction. Taking into account the velocity anisotropy of the overburden and 

reservoir rocks had the effect of further improving the estimate, producing a closer fit to 

the true compaction. 

7.2 Recommendations for Future Research 

As has already been shown, stress-induced anisotropy can be considerable, and so its 

implications deserve scrutiny with regard to a range of aspects important for reservoir 

exploration, production and management. For example, permeability is believed to be 

markedly affected by stress changes: hence, this type of velocity anisotropy may have a 

lot to offer to the reservoirs' permeability anisotropy (for example Almaskeri and 

MacBeth, 2005, Floricich et al., 2005 and MacBeth, 2006). Wide-azimuth and wide- 

offset 3D seismic can give valuable information about stress regimes and also fracture 

distribution and density, allowing the reservoir manager to predict reservoir 

performance. 
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Shear-wave azimuthal anisotropy and its effects on travel time; phase; and amplitude; 

and also its splitting or birefringence, offer numerous opportunities to better understand 

and analyse the anisotropic behaviour of reservoirs. Information on lithology can also be 

obtained from the analysis of shear-wave data. 

Stress-induced anisotropy was calculated based upon a setting most appropriate to the 

North Sea. However, different settings are recommended for research on other areas, in 

order to assess the accuracy of the observations and methodology used in Chapter 3. 

The frequency dependence of induced anisotropy might add considerably to our 

understanding of the reservoirs' responses to time-lapse studies (for example Chapman, 

2003, Liu et al., 2003 and Maultzsch et al., 2003). This would involve investigating 

attributes such as reflection coefficients, attenuation, azimuthal changes, variations of 

shear-wave time-delay with frequency, and also the polarization of fast and slow shear 

waves. Modelling scenarios used in the comparison of stress-induced anisotropy with 

fracture-induced anisotropy, and the results thus achieved can be further evaluated 

through their application to real seismic data. 

With respect to the example of modelling illustrated in Chapter 5, the significance and 

limitations of the approach can be confirmed and revealed by testing it on time-lapse 

seismic data. This will involve acquiring time-lapse data for different azimuths. 

Seismic velocity anisotropy was illustrated in order to enhance the estimation of 

geomechanical compaction using the compressional-wave travel-time method. 

Additional enhancement can be achieved by using the compressional- and converted- 

shear-wave (PS) travel-time method. This modelling can also be tested by using travel 

times taken from real data. 
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Appendices 

Appendix 1: Stress-Strain Relations 

The mathematical basis of elastic-wave propagation in an anisotropic medium has been 

discussed by Love (1934). Some physical laws are utilized as the basis of calculations of 

all categories of deformation in a continuum due to propagation of seismic waves These 

theorems of conservation include conservation of energy, conservation of mass, 

conservation of linear momentum, and conservation of angular momentum. Let xi, x2 

and x3 be spatial coordinates and UI, U2 and u3 be the displacement components of an 

elastic wave in the rock. If the stress tensor is o, and the normal strain tensor is related 

to the displacement u by: 

au; 
E;; =-, fori=1,2and3. 

ax, 

and for shear strain: 

Dui au 
e.. = '+ ', fori; j=1,2and3. 

axe ax; 

The generalized Hooke's law is the starting point of our analysis. As shown by Aki and 
Richards (1980), a linearly elastic medium behaves such that each component of applied 

stress is linearly dependent on every component of strain. Or, in other words, an elastic 

medium possesses a constitutive relation between applied stress and resultant strain, 
which is one-to-one and time-independent. This relation can be defined as follows: 

a= F(E) 

Stressed sandstone treated in Hooke cell is expected to follow the stress-strain rule, 

assuming that there is no pre-stressing, i. e. F(O) = 0. By expanding the function in a 

power series, the constitutive relation will be in the form of: 

aii = CYklekl + DijklmnEkJEmn + 
""" 

That can be approximated with adequate accuracy with: 
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Q;; = C;; 
krEk; 

where o is the second-order tensor of stress, Eki is the second-order tensor of strain, and 
Cijk! is the fourth-order tensor of elastic modulus or stiffness. Writing the relation in the 

other way, the fourth-order compliance tensor emerges: 

Ey = SykJakJ 

Compliance is the inverse of stiffness, i. e. Sy = Ci 1 

0711 C1111 Cl122 01133 C1123 Cl113 01112 e11 

0722 C2211 C2222 02233 C2223 C2213 02212 E22 

C33 
_ 

C3311 C33322 C3333 C3323 C3313 C3312 
'033 

07 23 
C2311 C2322 02333 02323 023135 C2312 C23 

a13 C1311 C1322 01333 01323 01313 01312 E13 

0712 C1211 C1222 C1233 CI223 C12I3 C1212 
'612 

Recalling that each component of the two-rank stress tensor is linearly proportional to 

every component of the two-rank strain tensor, we will have: 

When i=1 and j=1, but k=1,2,3 and 1= 1,2,3 independently: 

0711 - 
C1111e11 +Cl112el2 +C1113E13 +Cl121(21 +C1122e22 +C1123E23 

+ 01131'031 + C1132'032 + C1133'033 

When i=1 and j=2, but k=1,2,3 and 1= 1,2,3 independently: 

612 = C121V611 + C1212e12 + C1213e13 + C1221E21 + 01222'22 + C1223e23 

+ C1231e31 + C1232e32 + C1233e33 

When i=I and j=3, but k=1,2,3 and 1= 1,2,3 independently: 

613 = C1311E11 + C1312E12 + C1313E13 + Cl321E21 + C1322e22 + C1323E23 

+ 01331 E31 + C1332 e32 + 01333 e33 

When i=2 and j=1, but k=1,2,3 and 1= 1,2,3 independently: 

021 = 02111E11 + C2112£12 + C2113E33 + C2121e21 + C2122£22 + C2123e23 

+ 02131 E31 + 02132 232 + C2133 e33 

When i=2 and j* = 2, but k=1,2,3 and 1= 1,2,3 independently: 
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a22 = C2211e11 + C2212e12 + C2213s13 + C2221e21 + C2222c22 + 02223223 

+ C2231e31 + C2232e32 + C2233e33 

When i=2 and j=3, but k=1,2,3 and 1=1,2,3 independently: 

°23 = C2311e11 +C2312e12 +02313e13 +C2321E21 +C2322E22 +C2323E23 

+ 02331 e31 + C2332 s32 + C2333 e33 

When i=3 and j=1, but k=1,2,3 and l=1,2,3 independently: 

631 - 
C3111 e11 + C3112 e12 + C3113'013 + C3121 e21 + C3122 E 22 

+ C3123 e23 

+ C313I E31 + C3132 e32 + 03133 e33 

When i=3 and j=2, but k=1,2,3 and 1= 1,2,3 independently: 

a32 = 03211 e11 + C3212 e12 + 03213 e13 + C3221'021 + C3222'022 + 03223 e23 

+ 03231 e31 + 03232 E32 + 032334633 

When i=3 and j=3, but k=1,2,3 and 1= 1,2,3 independently: 

033 = C3311'011 + C3312 L'12 + C3313'013 + C3321 E21 + C3322 E22 + C3323 e23 

+ C3331e31 + C3332E32 + C3333E33 

Conservation of angular momentum results in the symmetry of the stress tensor, hence: 

Qij = ali 

and: 

P, j= Eis 

Q; ij =C; ijkleki, fori, j, kand1= 1,2 and 3. 

or: 

E; ý =5y*, Qk,, fori, j, kandI= 1,2 and 3. 

in which oy is the y-element of the symmetrical second-order stress tensor; e is the k1- 

element of the symmetrical second-order strain tensor; C; ýki is the ijkl-element of the 

fourth-order stiffness tensor; and SSjk/ (the inverse of C; Jk, ) is the corresponding 

compliance tensor. 
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Appendix 2: Symmetry Systems 

C, jk/ comprises 81(34 - three directions of x, y and z, and `4' because of the order) elastic 

constants. Because of the symmetries of stress Q; j = Q; and of strain C*1= elk, the first and 

the second pairs of subscripts of the fourth-order tensor C; jk1 can be replaced by one 

another, i. e. Cijk! = Cjik1= Cijtk, reducing the 81 components of the tensor to 36. On the 

other hand, by using the law of conservation of energy Cjki = Ck/, j, the number of 
independent components is reduced to 21 components only, that represents a triclinic 

symmetry system. 

Additionally, in order to translate a tensor to a matrix, one may map ykl (i, j, k and 1= 

1,2,3) subscripts into IJ (I, J = 1,2,3,4,5,6) subscripts by utilizing the Voigt recipe that 

works as follows, ij->I or kl-*J: 

11 =1 

222 

333 

23 =4 

13=5 

12 =6 

Therefore the 3x3x3x3 tensor C; jkl may be represented by a6x6 matrix Cjj: 

C11 C12 C13 C14 C15 C16 

C21 C22 C23 C24 C25 C26 

C31 C32 C33 C34 C35 C36 

_ C, 
J C41 C42 C43 C44 C45 C46 

C5l C52 C53 C54 C55 C56 

[c6, C62 C63 C64 C65 C66 

For a medium with triclinic symmetry, the stiffness matrix will be in the form of: 

IC II 
C12 C13 C14 c15 C16 

1 12 
C22 C23 C24 

25 
C26 

_ ,J 
I 
C13 C3 

" I 
C33 C34 C35 C36 

ý14 C24 c34" 
. 

C44 C45 C46 

! c15 c25 C35 C45 
' , 55 

C56 

C66 
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The elements of the lower triangle of coefficients are equal to the upper triangle, 

reducing the independent coefficients from 36 elements to just 21 elements. In a triclinic 

system there are no symmetry planes. Crampin (1989) provided a detailed catalogue of 

anisotropic symmetry systems. 

A2.1 Hexagonal Symmetry System, VTI Media 

Shales, layering and thin-bed sequences can give rise to a VTI medium. To verify the 

C; k1 of a hexagonal symmetry system, a VTI medium, one can assume a rotation of 60° 

(; 0) about the x3-axis, which does not change the tensor components of the C;; k/ . So, for 

0= w'3, we have: 

cos0 sing 0 1/2 2 0 

ai = -sing cos9 0 = --, 
r3- /2 1/2 0 

0 0 1 0 0 1 

C; il = a, aiaakracsCpqrs = CYkr 

For a case where ijkl equals 3333, the above relation leads to: 

03333 = C3333 

For a case where ijkl equals 1333 or 2333: 

01333 = al l 
C1333 + a12 02333 

- 
CI333 

C2333 = a2101333 + a22 02333 
-' 

C2333 

That will result in: 

01333 = 02333 =0 

Similarly, when ijkl equals 1313,1323 and 2323, it produces: 

= 1313 
C1313 

C1323 =0 

C2233 = 01133 

C1233 =0 
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Ina case where ijkl equals 1113,1213,1123,1223,2213, and 2223, it gives: 

Cl 
113 = C1213 

- 
C1123 = C1223 = C2213 02223 =0 

And finally, when ijkl equals 1111,1112,1122,1212,2212, and 2222, it results in: 

C2212 =01112 = 

Cl 
Iii= 

C2222 

'I122 = C1111 - 
2C1212 

So, the familiar stiffness tensor of a VTI medium emerges as: 

Cl 
111 

01111 - 
2C1212 01313 0 0 0 

C1111 
- 

2CI212 Cl 
Ill 

C1313 0 0 0 

CI313 C1313 C3333 0 0 0 

_ C'p'l 
0 0 0 2323 C2323 0 0 

0 0 0 0 C2323 0 

0 0 0 0 0 C1212 

Or, in two-subscript notation, therefore in a VTI (vertical transverse isotropy) medium, 

the elastic constant matrix takes the form of: 

C11 CI1 - 2C66 C13 0 0 0 

Cl l- 2C66 Cl1 C13 0 0 0 

CI3 C13 C33 0 0 0 
_ C'ý 

0 0 0 C44 0 0 

0 0 0 0 C, 4 0 

0 0 0 0 0 C66 

where there are only five independent elements: C11, C33, Cam, C66 and CI3. 

Thomsen's type anisotropy parameters of a VTI medium are as follows: 

Cl 
I -C33 

2C33 

ß_ 
(C13 +C55) 2 

-(C33 -C55)2 
V 

2C33 (C33 
- 

C55 
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_ 

C66 
- 

C55 

2C55 

A2.2 HTI Media 

Stress, vertically aligned fractures and vertically tilted beds are known to form an HTI 

medium. For an HTI medium, the stiffness tensor CIS can be written in the form of: 

CII C13 C13 0 0 0 

C13 C33 C33-2C44 0 0 0 

C13 C33 
- 

2C44 C33 0 0 0 

CýJ 
0 0 0 C44 0 0 

0 0 0 0 C66 0 

0 0 0 0 0 C66 

Rüger (1998) gives relations to recover the HTI anisotropy parameters from the VTI 

ones: 

EVTI 
ýHTI 

1+ 2EVT1 

SHTI 
_O1- 

2EVT1(1 + EVT1 1 f) 

(1+2EVTI)(1+2EVT1 1 f) 

YHTI __ 
YVTI 

1+2 
! VTI 

where f is a function of compressional-wave velocity Vp and shear-wave velocity VS as: 

f =1-(VS/VP)2. 
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Appendix 3: Sayers and Kachanov's (1991 and 1995) Approach to SIA 

Seismic waves propagate with increasing velocities in sandstones under stress, because 

of internal flaws and discontinuities that deform as applied stresses increase. Still-open 

or partially open discontinuities gradually close, so that the sandstone can be considered 

as an anisotropic elastic body with an elastic compliance tensor Syk/; that can be written 

in the form of: 

Sýýk/ = . 
Sil0k! + ASijk/ 

where Ski is the background compliance and 1S; ýk, is the excess compliance of the rock. 

The latter can be written as: 

L;, 
xr =4 ls; kaJ, + SIlaJk + SJkari + Sfra1k) + Aiki 

where & is delta Cronecker; and c and 8ykl represent a second-rank tensor and a fourth- 

rank tensor respectively, as: 

aýý = BTr)%hr)n. r)A(r) 

r 

and: 

-V NTik ilk/ \ rI 
B(r) 

- 
B(r) 

/ 

(r)n(r)n(r)n(r)A(r) 

r 

aj and ßjki are of PC' dimensions. BN(r), BT(r), n; (`) and A(r) show normal and shear 

compliances of the Ah discontinuity, ith component of the normal to the discontinuity, 

and the area of the discontinuity respectively. If BN(r) = BT(<), for all rock discontinuities, 

Pyk, = 0, and AS; jkj is verified by only %, which leads to unrealistic results; thus one may 

relax this latest equality (ß, ßk, = 0) in order to investigate the real compliance of the rock. 
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Appendix 4: Reservoir AVO and AVOAZ 

The reflection coefficients of gas sands have been observed to vary anomalously with 

the angle of incidence. These variations have been used as a direct indicator in 

hydrocarbon detection (Ostrander, 1982,1984). Analysis of amplitude versus offset has 

been successfully applied in different exploration and production studies. Variation of 

seismic amplitude with offset depends on intrinsic rock parameters like compressional- 

wave and shear-wave velocities, density, anisotropy and attenuation. Interrelationships 

among the rock properties and these parameters should be considered in any AVO 

studies. Castagna et al. (1993) discussed in detail the effects of rock properties such as 

lithology, porosity and pore fluid content on AVO responses. Stress and an accumulation 

of aligned vertical fractures in an isotropic background lead to azimuthal anisotropy. 

Rüger and Tsvankin (1995) showed that the differences between P-wave AVO gradients 
in two symmetry planes of an HTI medium will be a function of the S-wave anisotropy 

parameter ý9 that is close to the crack density - one of the most important reservoir 

parameters. 

In another work, Rüger and Tsvankin (1997) state that, the move-out parameter of 

anisotropy or ý' controls the P-wave AVO gradient too. They also conclude that the P- 

wave reflectivity is able to verify fracture orientation, predict crack density, and 
distinguish dry from fluid-filled cracks. MacBeth and Lynn (2001) studied several 
datasets from different locations, and found a good correlation between horizontal 

differential stress and open fractures in terms of move-out and internal velocities, and 

azimuthal variations of PP AVOA both in magnitude and direction. 

A4.1 Isotropic AVO 

Here, in order to investigate amplitude changes with offset in an isotropic medium, I will 

consider a simple model consisting of an overlying layer (indicated by subscript 1) and 
the lower layer (indicated by subscript 2) (Figure A4.1). The problem of seismic-wave 

reflection and transmission as a basic problem in geophysics has been dealt with by 

many authors (Zoeppritz, 1919; Aki and Richards, 1980; Castagna et al., 1993; Rüger, 

1996). 
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1 

Figure A4.1: A compressional or primary wave generates two reflected waves (Pr and Sr) and 

two transmitted waves (P, and Sd upon interacting with the boundary between two media. 

A normally incident wave (compressional or shear) will generate reflected and 

transmitted waves in the same mode only; whereas in non-normal incidence, for 

example, when a P-wave hits an interface with an angle of incidence 01, four different 

waves are generated: a reflected P-wave (Pr), a reflected S-wave (that is actually Sv) 

(Sr), a transmitted P-wave (Pt) and a transmitted S-wave (St). In a homogeneous 

medium, these body waves spread out as spherical wavefronts, the compressional wave 

with velocity Vp = [(x'+ 4fd3)/p]112 = [(A + 2, u)/p]1/2 and the shear wave with velocity Vs 

= [p/p] 1 n. The spherical wavefront is often approximated by a plane surface, as the 

wavefront radius is assumed to be far larger than the body-wave wavelength. In 

computing reflection and transmission coefficients of body waves leaving an interface 

such as that shown in Figure A4.1, two types of boundary conditions are construed: 

kinematic boundary conditions and dynamic boundary conditions. The former require 

continuity of displacement amplitudes, and the latter imply that the stress components 

due to traction across the boundary should be continuous. Aki and Richards (1980) 

provided exact relations for reflection and transmission coefficients of plane waves at an 

interface between two isotropic layers: 
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PIPI SIPI PTPT 

PIST SST PTSt 

P1, P SIPI PIPI 

Plsy SISI PTSI 

STPT 

STST 
= M--'N 

STPI 

STSI 

where M and N are defined as functions of incidence angle 91, reflection angle O, 

transmission angles 02 and 02, and also densities and velocities of layers pl, pz, Vp1, Vsj, 

VP2, and VSZ. 

- sing, 
cos 0, 

M= 
2p, Vs, sinA cos 0, 

-p, V, 1(1-2sin20, ) 

sin 9, 

cos 9, 
N 

2A Vs, sing, cos 0, 

p, Vp, (1-2sin20) 

-COsO 

- sin o, 

p1r' 1(I-2sin20) 
p1 r' , sin 20 

sin 02 

cos02 
2p2 VS2 sin 02 cos 92 

p2VP2(1-2sin' 02) 

cos 02 

- sin 0Z 
P2Vs2 (1 

-2 sing 02 ) 

-P2VS2 sin 202 

0 cos 

- sin o 

P, Vs, (1-2sin20, ) 

-P, Vs, sin 2O 

- sin 9z 

cos 02 
2p2 VS2 sin 02 cos 02 

-P2V, 2(1-2sin202) 

- cos 02 

- sin 02 

P2V2(1-2sin202) 

P2VS2 sin 202 

In the matrix expression, each element comprises an incident wave and a reflected wave, 

with corresponding arrows showing the direction of propagation, for example PýPT is the 

reflection coefficient of an incident downgoing P-wave and a reflected upcoming P- 

wave that is defined as follows: 

RPP =b 
cos9 ' -c 

cos8 Z 
JF_[a+dCS01 cos 2 

JHP2]/D 
VPI VP2 VPI VS2 

Likewise, Pis T 
stands for Rps, or the reflection coefficient of an incident downgoing P- 

wave and a reflected upcoming S-wave that reads: 

F cos 6 cos 9 cos O 
Rps = -2 ' ab+cd 22 PVri I(Vs, D) 

VI VP2 VS2 

where p is the ray parameter, recalling Snell's law: 

sin 9, 
_ 

sin 02 sin o sin O2 
p 

VP1 VP2 VSI VS2 
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Other factors can be expressed in the following form: 

a= p2(1-2sin2 02)-p, (1-2sin2 A) 

b= p2(1-2sin2 0)+2p, sin2 A 

c=p, (1-2sinn A)+ 2P2 sine 02 

d=2(P2VS22-AVS21) 

D= EF+GHpz = (detM)/(VPIV 2 1J's2) 

E=b cos e' 
+ccos92 

VPi VP2 

F=bcosoº +cCoso 
2 

Vsi Vsz 

G=a-d 
cos O1 cos02 

VPI Vs2 

COS 02 cosh, H=a-d 
VP2 Vsi 

As it is obvious that the unwieldy equations that resulted from this matrix expression 

may not provide an intuitive insight into the reflection and transmission of plane waves, 

so simplifications and approximations to the exact solution will be of great practical use 

for most AVO and other seismic studies. Several such analytical approximations have 

been derived, based upon assumptions akin to the similarity of elastic properties of 

layers on both sides of a boundary; small changes of plane-wave velocities; and small 

angles of incidence. Among these simplifications is Shuey's (1985) work, which 

provides a simpler form of compressional-wave reflectivity in isotropic media. Here is 

Shuey's three-term formula: 

Rpp(9) = A+Bsine(9)+Csine(9)tang(9) 

where A is called the AVO intercept, which is the normal incidence reflection 

coefficient; B is the AVO gradient; and C is called the AVO curvature. Factors A, B and 

C are defined as follows: 
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A=! (AyP+ 
p)=2 

P 

B=-2(1- y_)A- 1 1-39- eVP 
+ 

AP 
1-v 2 1-V VP (1-v)2 

c=1AVP 2 VP 

although, in many seismic-data analyses, the two-term formula is utilized: 

R,, (B)=A+Bsine(9) 

Vp is compressional-wave velocity, d indicates the difference between the properties of 

the upper and lower layers (for example AVp = VP2 - Vp1) and the super-score shows the 

average of a property (for example, Vp = (VP2 + Vp1)/2). The compressional-wave 

impedance is denoted by Z= pVp, G is the vertical shear modulus: G= pV52, and v is the 

Poisson's ratio. 

Thomsen (1990) presents a simpler form of Shuey's three-term relation and expresses 

the P-wave reflection coefficient in the form of 

RP(e) _1 
AZ 

+1[. 
OVp 

- 
2VS 2 EG 

sine 9+ 
14 

sine 9 tang 9 
2Z2VPr'62i 

Reflection coefficients of shear waves SH and Sv can be expressed in the same way: 

Rs (0) = -1 
Ap 

+ 
AVS 

+ 
-VS 

sine 0+ 
1- 

sine O tang 0 
"2; FS FS 2 Vs 

I ezs AP 7 AVs e vs 2ie vs 2Z RS (0) -2Z+2+2y+- sin 0_ 2y sin 0 tan0 
Zs Psss 

where Zs is shear-wave impedance (Zs = pVs). 

A4.2 Anisotropic AVO and AVOAZ 

Because, in reality, rocks are not isotropic, their properties differ from the simplified 
isotropic responses, and therefore the propagating elastic waves behave differently. 

Amplitude variations with offset are also affected by the anisotropic response of the 

rocks. Rüger (1996) modified Thomsen's (1993) approximation to the reflection 
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coefficient of compressional waves in a VTI medium. The phase velocities of 

compressional- and shear-waves in VTI media can be expressed in terms of Thomsen's 

anisotropy parameters as follows: 

VP (0) = VPO 1l+Ssin' 0 cos2 6+esin4 9] 

VSG, (6) =VSO 1+ 
VP0 (e - 8) sine 6 cos' 6 
VSO 

(0) = VSO [1 + ysin2 6] V 

Vp0 and Vso are normal incidence (vertical, or when 9= 0) velocities. As in Rüger 

(1996), the reflection and transmission coefficients of body waves in HTI media are 

identical to those of VTI media, for example, the reflection coefficient of the 

compressional wave propagating in the symmetry-axis plane of an HTI medium 

comprising an overlying anisotropic layer with pi, Vp1, Vs1, El, S1 and yI as well as an 

anisotropic lower layer with p2, VP29 VS29 E2, SL and )ý, reads as: 

R, yin(0) _1 
AZ 

+1 
OVp 

_ 
2VS OG 

_ 20y +AS sin2 0 
2Z 2 V. VP G 

+1 
MVP+Le 

sin' 0tan' 0 
2 VP 

When the variation of azimuth is also taken into account, as seismic surveys can be shot 

in different azimuths or arbitrary azimuth other than symmetry-axis direction of the 

field, the P-wave reflection coefficient is defined as a function of incidence angle 0 and 

azimuth 0, as follows: 

22 

P( ý) =1 
ýZ 1LVp AG 2v 

Rp +- P-S+ O8 +2 S A7, cos20 sin28 
2Z2 VP VP G VP 

+I 
MVP+iecos 

0+ASsin2Ocos20 sin' 9tan20 
2P 
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Appendix 5: Estimating Compaction 

A5.1 A Review of Methods for Estimating Compaction 

Most hydrocarbon reservoirs range in depth between several hundred metres and a few 

thousand metres The overburden weight is supported partially by the reservoir-rock 

matrix and partially by fluid pressure or pore pressure. As large amounts of 

hydrocarbons are extracted from the reservoir during a long period of production, the 

pore pressure is depleted and reservoir formations can no longer bear the overburden 

load, so they deform. This amount of strain, expressed as the variation of the reservoir 

thickness from its original thickness (Ah/h), can give the magnitude of compaction. 

Different approaches have been used to estimate reservoir compaction. I will summarize 

a few of these as follows. 

Geertsma (1973) expressed formation compaction as the vertical strain in the reservoir 
due to its height reduction. This reduction in height originates from a reduction in the 

reservoir pressure, which he states is a function of factors like the mobility, solubility, 
density and compressibility of the pore fluids, and also the reservoir boundary conditions 

such as faults, edge or bottom water, etc. 

Guilbot and Smith (2002) developed a method in which they constrained the common- 

practice depth conversion so that it can capture the time-shift in the range of 12-16 ms in 

a time-lapse study from the Ekofisk Field between 1989 and 1999, and computed 

reservoir compaction and sea-floor subsidence. The details can be found in the next 

subsection. 

Ibekwe et al. (2003) utilized the stiffness (Young's modulus) contrast between the 

reservoir sand and overburden to calculate reservoir compaction; they also presented a 

methodology for predicting overburden stretch. 

Hatchell et al. (2003) considered the stress changes in a compacting reservoir and 

computed the magnitude of compaction from the time-shift in the two-way travel times 

of 4D studies. They took into account the stress relaxation above and below the 

compacting reservoir -a stress relaxation resulting from stress arching that is translated 

into time-delays in the time-lapse seismic, while the stress buildup on the sides of the 

reservoir is observed as time pull-up. 
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Landro and Stammeijer (2004) presented two separate methods: one based on near- 

offset and far-offset travel-time shifts from pre-stack data, and the other based on 
impedance changes and travel-time shifts from full stack data. 

Al-Naamani (2004) computed the compaction in a reservoir model using zero-offset 

two-way travel time, which is followed and modified in this study, and is further 

extended to non-zero offset in order to investigate the effect of anisotropy on estimating 

compaction. 

A5.2 Guilbot and Smith's Method 

Guilbot and Smith (2002) introduced a model-driven approach to couple two depth 

models from the Ekofisk Field, one as a depth model for 1989 and the other as a depth 

model for 1999. The water depth in the depth model for 1989 is denoted by zo, z1, z2 and 

Z3. indicating the depths of Layer 1 (overburden), Layer 2 (upper reservoir) and Layer 3 

(lower reservoir) respectively. Similarly, the corresponding P-wave velocity of each 
layer is shown by V1, V2 and V3. The `prime' symbols give corresponding model 

parameters for the depth model of 1999. For the base of the reservoir, they assume that, 

z= z3, implying that the depth of the base reservoir has not changed between 1989 and 

1999. Then, the simple expressions of vertical seismic travel times at the base and top of 
Layer 3 in 1989 (t3 and t2) and in 1999 (t'3 and t'2) are used: 

t3 = t2 + 
Z3 - Z2 

V3 

and: 

rr Z3 - Z2 
t3 = t2 + 

V. - 
3 

Thickness and porosity changes are related, and follow the uniaxial constraint given by: 

H3 
_1_, H3 1-03 

then: 

1-03 

H3=H31-O3 
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where: 

H3 = Z3 - Z2 

and: 

H3 = Zj - Z2 

Subtracting the travel time of Layer 3 in 1999 (t'3) from the travel time of Layer 3 in 

1989 (t3) and using the linear porosity-velocity relationship observed on the well logs 

and valid at the seismic scale: 

O=a+ßV 

for r3 and combining with the equation of H'3: 

-KßV32+(I-a)K3V3-(I-OOH3 =0 

where: 

K3 = At3 - Ott = 
H3 

V3 

Ot3 = t3 - t3 

and: 

Ott = tz - t2 

Computing the velocity of Layer I requires an estimation of the depth of the water 
bottom (the reference is in mean sea-level) in 1989 and in 1999. Such data are available 

through regular bathymetry surveys, from which the seabed subsidence is estimated. 

Starting from the vertical seismic travel times at the water bottom and the top of Layer 2 

in 1989 (to and t1), and in 1999 (t'o and t'i): 

t, =t°+Z'Z° and t, =to+Z'° V V1, 

and also: 
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-- 0 and o 
00 Vto V, 

where V0 is the velocity of the seawater, and, by introducing the seabed subsidence 

(WBS (Water Bottom Subsidence) = z'o - zo) the velocity is given by: 
.. 

zl -zo V=. 

At 
i- 

zo 
- 

zo - zo 
1+ V VO 
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